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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
BACKGROUND
The Fredericksburg Area Metropolitan Region, consisting of Spotsylvania County, Stafford County, and the City of
Fredericksburg, continues to be one of the fastest growing in the Commonwealth of Virginia. Population increases
bring pressure and stress on all forms of infrastructure, none more notably than the transportation system. If the
current projections looking out over the next 30 years come to fruition, the situation is only going to get worse. Table
1 breaks down the regional population data up to 2050.

2030

246,652
38,286

24,997
2017

Stafford

212,735

199,306
34,006

175,341

159,597

Spotsylvania

31,794

142,297

131,095

Fredericksburg

276,663

Table 1: Fredericksburg Metropolitan Region Population Over Time

2040

2050

Source: FAMPO Travel Demand Model

The population of the Region is expected to increase to a figure well over a half million people. To accommodate this
anticipated increase, elected officials as well as state, regional and local government employees must plan for active
transportation facilities and work to integrate bicycle and pedestrian travel with other modes of transportation instead
of considering these facilities as an afterthought to highway planning. Active transportation facilities in the Region will
serve an integral role in the future transportation network by offering a variety of modal choices; reducing local traffic
volumes; providing increased access to transit facilities, employment/commercial centers, historical and cultural areas,
recreational and educational facilities and residential areas; and broadly elevating the Region’s all-encompassing quality
of life.
Under present conditions, the Region is not conducive to bicycle and pedestrian travel. Barring the City of
Fredericksburg, the lack of facilities, support infrastructure, and continually swelling traffic volumes on local roadways
all contribute to poor cycling and walking conditions. According to the 2019 5-year American Community Survey
Estimate, 0.8% of Spotsylvania County residents walked or cycled to work; 1.6% Stafford County did the same, and
Fredericksburg City, with its greater density of sidewalks and paths, topped the list at 7.8%. According to the same
source, the national average is just over 3%.
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A pedestrian crossing at the old courthouse building at Spotsylvania
Courthouse features brick texture for greater visibility.

The 2050 FAMPO Active Transportation Plan
represents a coordinated effort among the
Fredericksburg Area Metropolitan Planning
Organization (FAMPO), regional localities and local
bicycle and pedestrian advocates to facilitate the
development of a safe, comprehensive and connected
regional network of on- and off-road bicycle and
pedestrian corridors and related facilities. To assist
with the planning process, FAMPO has expanded the
Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee (BPAC)
and established it as a standing FAMPO advisory
group. The BPAC is composed of local and state
government employees, interested community
organizations (Spotsylvania Greenways Initiative,
Fredericksburg Trails Alliance, disability Resource
Center, etc.) and interested citizens. The committee
acts as an advisory panel to help guide the planning
process and review recommendations made by
FAMPO staff.

This Plan will become a component of FAMPO’s 2050 Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) as required by Section
217 of Title 23 of the U.S. Code, which calls for “the integration of bicycling and walking into the transportation
mainstream.” The 2050 LRTP will build upon the planning done for FAMPO’s 2045 LRTP, as well as new planning
processes, to tackle an ever-changing transportation landscape.

THE REGION
The Study Area of this plan (Map 1) is the FAMPO Region, comprised of the counties of Spotsylvania and Stafford
and the City of Fredericksburg. The Region is located approximately 50 miles south of Washington, D.C. and 50 miles
north of Richmond. Interstate 95 bisects the Region from north to south.
FAMPO is part of the George Washington Regional Commission (GWRC), Planning District 16, which in addition
to the localities listed above also includes the rural counties of King George and Caroline. Updated active
transportation recommendations for these counties is included in the George Washington Regional Commission 2050
Rural Long Range Transportation Plan. The Virginia Planning District Commissions bordering the George
Washington (GW) Region are: the Northern Virginia Planning Commission (PD 8) and the Rappahannock-Rapidan
Planning Commission (PD 9) to the north; the Richmond Regional Planning Commission (PD 15) to the south; the
Northern Neck Planning Commission (PD 17) to the east; and the Thomas Jefferson Planning Commission (PD 10)
to the west. Additionally, the Tri-County Council for Southern Maryland, connected to the Region via U.S. 301,
represents the regional planning and development organization across the Potomac River.
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Map 1, FAMPO area

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT
The 2050 Active Transportation Plan was developed in a public process by means of the BPAC. The BPAC includes
representatives from the jurisdictions located within the study area, Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT),
the National Park Service (NPS), advocacy groups and interested citizens.
The existing Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan was adopted on May 18, 2018 as part of the adoption of the 2045 George
Washington Region Long-Range Transportation Plan and serves as a foundation for this iteration of the plan. In addition,
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the Spotsylvania Trailways Master Plan, the Fredericksburg Pathways Plan, the Stafford Bicycle and Pedestrian
Facilities Plan, and the year-long George Washington Regional Greenway Feasibility Study were also utilized to gather
a complete understanding of the background of regional needs within which this plan must function and contribute
to the greater good.
The public involvement portion of this plan was incorporated into the overall public outreach for the 2050 FAMPO
LRTP. Community endorsement of a plan is critical to its long-term success. Agencies, stakeholders and the public
were encouraged to provide input throughout the process.

VISION STATEMENT
THE VISION OF THE FREDERICKSBURG AREA METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION ACTIVE
TRANSPORTATION PLAN IS TO DEVELOP A COMPREHENSIVE, DESTINATION-ORIENTED NETWORK OF SAFE,
INTERCONNECTED ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE THAT ENHANCES QUALITY OF LIFE AND
PROMOTES ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
GOAL 1:
Ensure that the Region’s active transportation network is as accessible as possible for everyone,
including users in traditionally underserved communities and those with mobility challenges.
OBJECTIVES:







Keep “interested but concerned” user group in mind
Prioritize equity and accessibility in project location and design
Recommend safest project possible for the location
Maintain Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) standards in all recommendations where
appropriate
Involve the public in the facility planning process; gaining public input in the bike/walk/roll
experience in the region and areas in need of improvement

GOAL 2:
Develop a complete network of walking and bicycling facilities throughout the FAMPO Region with
connections to facilities outside of it.
OBJECTIVES:







Work toward continuity and connection from one locality to another
Facilitate movement within neighborhoods and to activity centers
Encourage the provision of support infrastructure (defined in Existing Conditions) for the bicycle
and pedestrian network in recommendations and project design
Establish safe road crossings for active transportation routes and high bike/ped use areas
Prioritize connections to existing infrastructure
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GOAL 3:
Take an active leadership role in Active Transportation Planning in the region
OBJECTIVES:









Develop strategies to increase the viability and legitimacy of active transportation as a mobility
choice; not just for recreation
Use data sources such as Streetlight data to determine where to site infrastructure and to support
facility recommendations
Work with localities to promote the integration of land use and transportation planning with
sustainability in mind
Encourage localities to adopt a regulatory framework and policies that make it easier to build
sidewalks and trails
Facilitate regional cooperation toward a comprehensive, region-wide land use policy review to
encourage active transportation lifestyles in all regional jurisdictions
Leverage the opportunity to form novel partnerships to benefit active transportation in the region
Work with private organizations to facilitate public outreach and facility maintenance, and to seek
funding opportunities from private sector donors.

GOAL 4:
Integrate the implementation, design, finance and construction of recommended facilities into the
FAMPO planning process, as appropriate.
OBJECTIVES:






Develop a prioritized list of short-, medium- and long-term bicycle and pedestrian projects based on
regional consensus;
Develop a comprehensive list of funding programs from private and public sector entities;
Maintain the ability to implement any part of the network should funding for a project or portion of
a project become available
Continuously amend FAMPO’s Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) to include bicycle and
pedestrian projects.
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CHAPTER 2: EXISTING CONDITIONS
The 2045 George Washington Region Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan noted that bicycle and pedestrian facilities are virtually nonexistent in much of the Region. Some headway has been made since that plan, but progress is slow and piecemeal.
Funding sources such as SMART SCALE and development proffers mean that most Active Transportation projects
are either part of a roadway improvement, or a new residential or commercial development. As beneficial as these
improvements are, the new facilities often end at the project limits or boundary of the development and offer little to
no connectivity to other destinations (schools, retail, parks, places of employment, etc.). The major goal of this plan
is to create a regional framework into which these disconnected pieces fit; so that as funding becomes available for
new projects the region can see the big picture-- where growth is occurring, where people want to bike and walk, and
where the gaps in infrastructure are—so better decisions can be made.

BICYCLING CONDITIONS
On road bicycle facilities are very few in the FAMPO Region. Sharrows, more advisory signage than a bicycle facility,
exist on some of Fredericksburg’s downtown streets, which are too narrow for separated bike lanes. The only bike
lanes in the region were built several years ago and are located on Cool Springs and Deacon Roads in southern Stafford
County. On higher speed roads, shared-use paths, separated facilities meant for biking walking, wheelchairs, strollers,
and in some cases scooters-- are now the preferred facility design in suburban areas. There are approximately 24.6
miles of existing paved, public shared-use paths. These facilities are primarily located in the more urbanized parts of
the three localities. Outside of these areas bicycle facilities are less common.
Virginia Central Railway Trail
The Virginia Central Railway (VCR) is an abandoned railway line that
was chartered in 1836 and connected the City of Fredericksburg with
the Town of Orange. Much of the original corridor is still intact and is
being developed as a trail; however, some sections have been lost to
development and will need to be bypassed. The railway bed has
historical significance related to Civil War battles that took place in
Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania County.
When completed, the trail is planned to act as a trunk line connecting
various regional trails within Spotsylvania County and the greater GW
Region. The proposed trail will be roughly 17 miles long. There are two
existing segments of the VCR Trail: one in eastern Spotsylvania County
between Gordon Road and Salem Church Road, and one in
Fredericksburg between the Idlewild neighborhood and Essex Street.
VCR Trail - Fredericksburg
In 2012, Spotsylvania County was awarded Virginia Land Conservation
Foundation funding to secure an additional two miles of right-of-way
(ROW) within a recreational trail easement for future westward expansion of the VCR Trail. The segment runs
between Brock Road and Jackson Trail East.
In 2019 FAMPO staff facilitated meetings between Spotsylvania and Fredericksburg to begin working toward finding
routes to connect the two segments of the existing VCR Trail in their respective jurisdictions. After agreeing on the
most feasible routes for connection, the counties have begun developing and submitting projects for funding in order
to create one connected VCR Trail joining Spotsylvania and Fredericksburg.
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Belmont-Ferry Farm Trail
The paved shared-use path, Belmont-Ferry Farm Trail, in Southern Stafford County starts at historic Belmont, the
home of American artist Gari Melchers, and winds roughly two miles through three public parks: the Historic Part of
Falmouth, St. Clair Brooks Park, and John Lee Pratt Park, passing near the Chatham Manor, a Georgian mansion
which is today the headquarters for the Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania National Military Park Unit of the National
Park Service. The trail continues to the Chatham Bridge, where a shared-use path leads into downtown Fredericksburg.
Potential plans to extend further east through Stafford County are on hold at time of publication.
INTERSTATE CONNECTIONS
U.S. Bicycle Route 1
U.S. Bicycle Route 1 is part of the U.S. Bicycle Route System, a 50,000-mile network of
interstate bicycle routes connecting America. To date, 11,726 miles of U.S. Bicycle Route
have been established in 25 states and the District of Columbia. U.S. Bicycle Route 1
stretches from Maine to Florida, but only the route segments in Maine, New Hampshire,
North Carolina, Virginia and Florida have been formalized by the American Association of
State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO). Work is ongoing to fill in the gaps
and fulfill the vision of an unhindered east coast route that would connect to the nationwide
network.
In the FAMPO Region, U.S. Bicycle Route 1 enters the Region at Tacketts Mill Road (Route
612) in northern Stafford County and exits at Guinea Station Road in Spotsylvania County.
The route has recently been signed, however many segments of it are not ideal for novice riders. As road segments
are upgraded, they will be made more bicycle friendly.
Potomac Heritage National Scenic Trail
The Potomac Heritage National Scenic Trail (PHNST), a component of the National Trails
System, is an evolving network of locally-managed trails and routes between the mouth of the
Potomac River and the Allegheny Highlands in western Pennsylvania, providing opportunities
to experience the ecology, history and culture in five physiographic provinces. With the
Chesapeake and Ohio Canal Towpath as the spine of the network, non-motorized modes of
travel vary by segment, including foot, bicycle, horse, boat and cross-country skis.
Within the FAMPO Region, the PHT network includes the Belmont-Ferry Farm Trail, the Potomac River Water Trail,
the trail loop on Government Island, and parts of Widewater State Park, passing through Stafford and Fredericksburg.
A unit of the National Park Service, the concept for the PHNST is to increase opportunities for outdoor recreation
and heritage tourism and to link local resources with themes that explore the evolution of the nation.
East Coast Greenway
The East Coast Greenway surfaced in 1991, aimed at becoming the nation’s longest urban trail project. Ultimately the
corridor links cities on the eastern seaboard by connecting existing and planned trails. Eventually the trail will be a
safe and contiguous corridor that is completely off-road. The route itself is nearly 3,000 miles long, connecting Calais,
ME to Key West, FL. The greenway is overseen by the East Coast Greenway Alliance (ECGA), a nonprofit
organization.
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The East Coast Greenway has been making headway over the years and currently 35% (990 miles)
of the trail is protected. The remainder of the trail follows roadways that link the off-road sections
until a contiguous off-road corridor is implemented. The on-road route through the FAMPO
Region was approved by the FAMPO and GWRC boards in October of 2012, and modifications
to the route have been made and approved as needed. The East Coast Greenway traverses the
Region from north to south via Stafford County, the City of Fredericksburg, and Spotsylvania
County.
In 2012, the Virginia Department of Conservation and Recreation (DCR) and the ECGA
developed East Coast Greenway Virginia: A Guide to Bicycling and Walking. It was designed to
encourage sustainable tourism in Virginia, which would boost economic activity along the
corridor. The guide provides travelers with information needed to successfully and safely travel
along the Greenway, with detailed directions and maps of the route, in addition to information
on services, points of interest, etc. FAMPO will continue to work with the Virginia DCR and the
ECGA to implement a completely off-road corridor within the FAMPO Region. Presently the ECG is primarily onroad, however FAMPO localities are working to build sections of the ECG as paved shared-use paths as funding
becomes available. The Chatham Bridge Path, the Dixon Connector, and the shared-use path being built along
Tidewater Trail (Rt 2) are all local shared-use paths that exist or are being built as part of the East Coast Greenway.
The George Washington Regional Greenway Plan (described on page 32) incorporates the East Coast Greenway route
in several places, tying the national greenway trail in with the local network as it develops.

PEDESTRIAN CONDITIONS
Apart from the extensive network of sidewalks
throughout Fredericksburg, the pedestrian facilities in the
Region are limited. Sidewalks are generally built via
development requirements and commercial proffers,
leading to gaps between neighborhoods and commercial
properties that are slowly being addressed as funding
becomes available.
In the last five years, there has been a trend to build more
shared-use paths. This has helped to extend both the
bicycle and pedestrian networks at the same time. Despite
this progress, there is still much more work to be done.
Map 3 illustrates the existing sidewalk infrastructure in the
FAMPO Region. The sidewalks were mapped by staff
using aerial imagery in Spring 2021.
Several areas of Stafford County, particularly the
Garrisonville, Courthouse and U.S. 17 areas have small
Chatham Bridge Shared-Use Path in progress
networks of sidewalks. The urbanized area of Spotsylvania
County near Leavells Road also has a small network of
sidewalks, as does the area around Spotsylvania Parkway and Cosner’s Corner.
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NATURE TRAILS
There are many nature trails (natural-surface paths
for hiking viewing nature) located throughout the
FAMPO Region. Most of these facilities are found in
community parks maintained by localities and
volunteer organizations, such as Motts Run
Reservoir Park and Government Island. The
National Park Service operates and maintains
numerous nature trails on their properties
throughout the Region. These trails are enjoyed by
visitors and locals year-round. There are also two
state parks in the Region (Lake Anna State Park and
Widewater State Park). One of the newest places to
hike in the region, Oakley Forest Wildlife
Management area in Spotsylvania, offers 4500 acres
Support Infrastructure makes active transportation an easier choice
of forests and trails for hiking and camping—permits
required. North in Stafford, Crow’s Nest Natural Area Preserve offers approximately 10 miles of trails on the peninsula
bounded by Accokeek Creek and Potomac Creek.
There are well over 10 miles of nature trails located within the City of Fredericksburg; the total grows every year with
the efforts of local volunteer groups such as FredTrails. The City also owns approximately 4,160 acres of riparian land
along the Rappahannock and Rapidan Rivers and trails are being planned along these corridors. The terrain along the
river varies and the topography will provide some moderate-to-difficult trail ratings.
Other localities in the Region have had success in adding nature trails. Most notable in Spotsylvania County is the
Salamander Loop of the Ni River Trail. This trail was constructed and maintained by the Spotsylvania Greenways
Initiative and is comprised of a nature trail as well as an ADA accessible trail. The County’s Parks and Recreation
Department also maintains many nature trails throughout their parks.
More off-road nature trails and greenways will add to the quality of life and attractiveness of the area and will promote
healthy living among residents. Rivers provide great opportunities for the development of recreational trails along
their banks, as well as water trails for kayakers, canoeists, etc. Other opportunities to develop trails and greenways
include: active and abandoned railway corridors, wetlands, flood plains, and utility corridors.

SUPPORT INFRASTRUCTURE
Support infrastructure contributes to the success of a bicycle or pedestrian network. These facilities can include bicycle
racks, bicycle lockers, water fountains, benches, trash, recycling and pet waste receptacles, information kiosks,
restrooms, etc. Bicycle racks can be found at places around the Region such as: parks and recreational facilities, the
Leeland Road, Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania Virginia Railway Express (VRE) Stations; the FREDericksburg
Regional Transit (FRED) Transit Center (all FRED buses are equipped with bicycle racks); and at many apartment,
townhouse and condominium complexes. Several of the commuter parking lots in the Region have bicycle racks in
place. Downtown Fredericksburg offers street furniture such as benches and trash and recycling receptacles, and the
City has installed bicycle racks in numerous downtown locations.
Map 2 below shows the existing shared-use paths, bike lanes, and the in-progress national bike routes in our Region.
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Map 2, Existing Bike and Pedestrian Infrastructure
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Map 3, Existing Sidewalks
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Map 4, Bike and Pedestrian Crashes
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SAFETY
Information on bicycle- and pedestrian-related crashes is reported by the Virginia Department of Motor Vehicles.
Map 4 shows these crash locations from 2014 to 2021 in the FAMPO region. Clustered in populated areas around
high-volume roadways, such as U.S. 1, U.S. 17, State Rt. 3, State Rt 208, and State Rt. 610, these incidents bring to
light the need for a more cohesive bike and pedestrian transportation network in our region.
On a statewide level from September 2016 to September 2021, bicycle and pedestrian-related crashes and injuries have
slowly declined (Table 2). Fatalities, after a dip from 2016’s high, have stayed roughly the same. Injuries are commonly
underreported mainly due to issues with capturing the data; in this instance, hospital discharge figures are utilized for
injury data, and individuals who do not pursue medical care are excluded.
Table 2: Statewide Bicycle and Pedestrian-Related Crashes, Fatalities and Injuries

Virginia Bicycle and Pedestrian-Related Crash Data
Monthly Average
Crashes
Injuries
Fatalities

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

216

190

188

190

150

115

244

215

215

221

177

134

15

11

11

12

10

10

Table 3: FAMPO Bicycle and Pedestrian-Related Crashes, Fatalities and Injuries

FAMPO Bicycle and Pedestrian-Related Crash Data

Monthly Average
Crashes
Injuries
Fatalities

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

5

4

4

4

3

3

7

6

4

5

4

3

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

The VDOT’s initiative, Pedestrian Safety Action Plan (PSAP), prioritizes corridors for pedestrian safety improvement.
In the past, improvements have been reactionary- that is, responding to accidents that have already occurred. PSAP
uses a new methodology that utilizes past accident records, risk analysis, and infrastructure demand projection based
on a number of key factors including transit access, annual average daily traffic (AADT) on adjacent roadways, the
number of nearby “zero-vehicle households,” and the proximity to a school, for example, to prioritize corridors
throughout the state into three tiers. Top tier corridors are further analyzed and “cut sheets” are produced which give
strategies for safety improvements that can help localities develop projects for funding. Map 5 shows PSAP corridors
in the FAMPO Region.
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Map 5, VDOT Pedestrian Safety Action Plan
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CHAPTER 3: PLANNING FOR ACTIVE
TRANSPORTATION
WHO: TARGETING DIVERSE USERS
BICYCLISTS
The skill and comfort level of bicycle users is an important factor
in designing bicycle facilities that meet their needs. Safety,
convenience and comfort play a large role in whether someone chooses to ride a bicycle for transportation purposes.
Several studies have looked at this issue. The studies have shown that the public can be broken into four categories
based on risk-tolerance and comfort with bicycling: strong and fearless, enthused and confident, interested but
concerned, and unable/not interested.1 These categories are commonly referred to as the four types of cyclists.
Strong and Fearless: People willing to bicycle in nearly any environment, including within fast-moving
or congested mixed-traffic. These bicyclists can ride faster than the other user types, prefer direct
routes and typically ride on the road. They are very comfortable bicycling without bike lanes.
Enthused and Confident: People willing to bicycle if some bicycle-specific infrastructure is in place.
They are comfortable sharing the roadway with automotive traffic, but they prefer to do so operating
on their own facilities. They will typically deviate from a more direct route in favor of a preferred
facility type. This group is comfortable bicycling in bike lanes, and most of them bicycle regularly for
transportation.
Interested but Concerned: People who are curious about bicycling but are afraid to ride because of
safety concerns. They may be willing to bicycle in places where there is high-quality bicycle
infrastructure and limited or no interactions with automobiles. They perceive significant barriers to
their increased use of cycling, specifically traffic and other safety issues. Very few of these people ride
regularly, but they may become more confident with encouragement, education and experience.
Unable/Not Interested: People who are unwilling to bicycle regardless of the quality of infrastructure.
This could be because of topography, inability, or simply a complete and utter lack of interest. Some
people in this group may eventually become more regular cyclists with time, education and experience.
Figure 4: Distribution of the Population into the Four Types of Cyclists

1 Jennifer Dill and Nathan McNeil, “Revisiting the Four Types of Cyclists: Findings from a National Survey,” Transportation Research Record:
Journal of the Transportation Research Board, Volume 2587, 2016.
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Figure 4 illustrates the distribution of the four types of cyclists, based on Dill and McNeil’s national survey of the 50
largest metropolitan areas. The “strong and fearless” and “enthused and confident” categories make up less than 15%
of the overall population, while the interested but concerned category is just over half. These categories are dynamic
and vary from community to community. People can also elevate categories over time as they become more
comfortable bicycling in certain environments. That being said, when designing bicycle infrastructure, the goal is to
create an environment the “interested but concerned” group will be willing to utilize. In doing so, a majority of the
population will find the facility safe and comfortable and be inclined to use the facility.
PEDESTRIANS
Unlike making the choice whether or not to ride a bike,
everyone walks or uses a wheelchair; at least some of the time.
A transportation network should accommodate a variety of
pedestrians, from children to seniors and people with
disabilities. Much publicity is given to the need for increased
safety for our most vulnerable road users. During the ten-year
period from 2009 to 2018, however, pedestrian fatalities in
Virginia increased by a whopping 53%. The majority of this
burden was borne by communities of color.2 Clearly,
priorities must change to create a safe pedestrian network. A
high-quality pedestrian environment includes a separate
network of facilities that provide some degree of protection
to the user, is free from impediments, is visible to traffic and
provides frequent, well-lit and well-marked crossing
opportunities and appropriate pedestrian amenities (benches,
shade, water fountains, etc.). They should be planned and
designed for those with the lowest level of ability. This
Princess Anne Streetscape
removes access barriers for individuals with disabilities (such as
ambulatory, hearing, or vision impairments). This becomes ever more important as our population ages, and ensures
pleasant, convenient routes that are beneficial for all pedestrians.
Community outreach and information programs are crucial to any community determined to develop safe walking
conditions. Some steps in the process:
•
•
•

Designing clear, well-marked, well-lit and rationally -placed facilities through direct public
dialogue with stakeholders
Educating drivers and pedestrians on how to safely share the roadway with other users
Normalizing a walking culture in the community so that drivers expect to encounter
pedestrians

Governor’s Highway Safety Association, “Pedestrian Traffic Fatalities By State.”
https://www.ghsa.org/sites/default/files/2020-02/GHSA-Pedestrian-Spotlight-FINAL-rev2.pdf

2
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WHAT: SUITABLE FACILITY TYPES FOR
VARIOUS LOCATIONS:
Many factors go into choosing a facility, including the
targeted user group, corridor conditions (urban,
suburban and rural), and costs. The descriptions
contained on the next several pages provide an
overview of each facility and general design standards.
As localities seek to implement each of these types of
facilities along their roadways, consistency is very
important, and yet, because development can come
piece by piece over time and can have many different
funding sources, consistency can be elusive. For
Belmont – Ferry Farm Trail, Stafford County
example, one residential development may offer a
shared-use path along its frontage; another may only offer a sidewalk. This disjointed infrastructure does not make a
proper network for active transportation. Regional policies and plans need to be set in place to ensure a seamless
network.
Shared-Use Path
A shared-use path is a bicycle and pedestrian facility that is physically separated from motorized vehicle traffic by a
barrier, buffer or open space. Shared-use paths are designed to accommodate bicyclists, pedestrians, e-scooters
(sometimes controversially) and other non-vehicular users. They can be used for short connections, such as a
neighborhood to a school, or as a key corridor spine through an entire community or region (the Virginia Central
Railway corridor). The availability of public ROW is often the key factor when considering a shared-use path. If public
ROW is not available, shared-use paths will require more funding and land coordination than on-road
accommodations.
Under most conditions the recommended width of a bi-directional shared-use path is 10 feet. However, there are
certain conditions that warrant an increased width of 12 to 14 feet (high non-motorized traffic volume, use by large
maintenance vehicles, steep grades, etc.). Since bicyclists and pedestrians do not have to contend with motorized
vehicles (excluding intersections with roads), they are
safer and more popular with less advanced riders.
Often, they connect places otherwise inaccessible to
bicyclists and pedestrians via the existing road network.
Shared-use paths should not frequently cross roads;
when they do, they often require special consideration.
Bicyclists and motorists should be warned of an
oncoming intersection, and the intersection should be
designed with features to make crossings safer. Such
improvements include crosswalks, stop signs, stop
lights, hawk signals, or in some cases, an overpass or
underpass. Shared-use paths are also referred to as
Multi-Use Trails or Greenways. When adjacent to
roadways, they are sometimes called Sidepaths. The
minimum distance between a sidepath and the

Sidepath. Photo credit; FHWA’s Bikeway Selection Guide
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roadway should be five feet. If this is not possible. A physical barrier such as dense shrubbery, railing or chain link
fence is necessary and should be at least 42 inches high, but should not impede sight distance at intersections. Asphalt
is the preferred surface for these types of paths.
Paved Shoulder
Paved shoulders refer to the portion of the
roadway contiguous with the travel lanes that
accommodates stopped vehicles, emergency
vehicles, and reduces the frequency of
pavement maintenance. Roads with paved
shoulders function similarly to roads with bike
lanes. The shoulders on the outermost lanes are
paved to a width of at least four feet.
Appropriate signage ought to be in place to alert
drivers to the potential of bicyclists along the
roadway. Paved shoulders can be one of the
most feasible and effective ways of
accommodating bicyclists in rural areas and are
Paved shoulder. Photo credit; FHWA’s Bikeway Selection Guide
sometimes used by pedestrians where a sidewalk
is not present. In areas where motor vehicle speeds exceed 35 miles per hour (MPH) and/or the Average
Annual Daily Traffic (AADT is over 10,000, or there is a high percentage of heavy truck traffic, shoulder
widths must be 6 feet.
Shoulders also serve as a margin of error for drivers and will often contain “rumble strips” to warn the motorists of
lane departure. The presence of rumble strips does not automatically disqualify bicycle use, but there should be a
minimum of six feet of smooth pavement beyond the strips for bicycles to operate. There should also be periodic
breaks in the rumble strips to allow for safe ingress and egress of bicyclists to and from the shoulder.
Separated Bike Lane
A separated bike lane is a bicycle-only facility
located within or directly adjacent to the roadway
and physically separated from motor vehicle traffic
with a vertical element. Separated bike lanes are
differentiated from standard and buffered bike
lanes by the vertical element.

Separated Bike lane. Photo credit; FHWA’s Bikeway Selection Guide
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Separated bike lanes can operate as one-way or twoway facilities; their designs can integrate with
turning automobile traffic at intersections or can be
more fully separated; they can be designed at
roadway grade, at sidewalk grade or at an
intermediate grade; and they can be separated from
the adjacent roadway or sidewalk with a variety of
treatments including but not limited to on-street
parking, raised curbs or medians, bollards, concrete

barriers or landscaping/planters. Separated bike
lanes are also sometimes called Cycle Tracks or
Protected Bike Lanes
Bike Lane
A bike lane is an on-road facility specifically
installed for the exclusive use of bicyclists.
Typically, they are found in urban and dense
suburban settings with significant cycling demand.
Bike lanes are intended to delineate the ROW
designated for bicycle travel.
According to
AASHTO and VDOT standards, the minimum
width for a bike lane is four feet from the edge of
the gutter pan and five feet from the face of the
curb without a gutter pan. On roads with no curb
and gutter, the minimum width of the bike lane
Bike lanes must be four feet from gutter pan. Photo credit; FHWA’s Bikeway
Selection Guide
should be four feet. Bike lanes are intended for oneway travel, usually in the same direction as the adjacent traffic lane, unless it is marked and designated as a ContraFlow Bike Lane. Unseparated bike lanes are only appropriate for low speed roadways.
Bike lanes provide a safe route for bicyclists and reduce interaction between automobiles and bicycles. Bike lanes
should not terminate suddenly, leaving bicyclists with no place to go forward safely. Additionally, intersections should
be appropriately marked, sometimes with green-colored pavement, to reduce dangerous interactions between
motorists and bicyclists. In our region there are currently very few bike lanes, and those that exist do not meet current
VDOT standards because they are too narrow. In recent years VDOT has favored shared-use paths where possible
as they serve pedestrians as well as all types of cyclists.
Bike Boulevard
A bike boulevard, usually found in an urban
setting, is a segment of street, or series of
contiguous street segments, that has been modified
to accommodate through-bicycle traffic and
minimize motor vehicle traffic. There are a variety
of facilities that can be used to designate a
boulevard, including: signage, shared-lane
markings, partial- or full-street closures, mini traffic
circles, traffic calming measures, green
infrastructure and other streetscape improvements
to prioritize bicyclists.

Bicycle blvd markings. Photo credit: National Association of City Transportation
Officials (NACTO)
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Advisory Bike Lane (Experimental Treatment)
Transportation Innovation: Advisory Bike Lanes

Advisory bike lanes define a preferred space for
bicyclists and motorists to operate on narrow streets
that would otherwise be a shared roadway
environment. The shoulder is delineated by pavement
marking and optional pavement color.
Roads with advisory bike lanes accommodate low to
moderate volumes of two-way motor vehicle traffic
and provide a prioritized space for bicyclists with little
or no widening of the paved roadway surface.
Motorists may only enter the shoulder when no
bicyclists are present and must overtake these users
with caution due to potential oncoming traffic.
Because of their reduced cross section requirements,
advisory bike lanes have the potential to open more
roadways to more comfortable bicycle travel, especially
in rural areas. One way to think about this is instead of
designating the street of cars and allowing bikes into
that space, it’s designating space for bikes and
accommodating cars in the central space between.

Advisory Bike Lanes in Alexandria, VA

known as Dashed Bike Lanes or Advisory Shoulders.

Advisory shoulders are a new treatment type in the
United States—regionally, only Washington D.C. and
Alexandria, VA have installed this facility. Very little
performance data nationally has yet been collected to
compare to a substantial body of international
experience. To install advisory shoulders, an approved
Request to Experiment is required as detailed in Section
1A.10 of the MUTCD. Advisory bike lanes are also

Shared-Use Roadway
Shared-use roadways are routes that do not feature a designated bike lane. Nearly any road
can be a shared-use road, but some are better suited than others. High speeds, high traffic
volumes, high truck traffic, and poor visibility can reduce the suitability of a road for
bicycle and pedestrian traffic. By signing a road as a shared-use road, it indicates to
bicyclists that the road provides advantages which are not present on other roads (lower
speeds, lower traffic volumes, attractions, connectivity, etc). Only suitable for very lowtraffic or low speed roadway.
Bicycles are susceptible to surface irregularities, so road surfaces should be smooth and
regular. Bridges, overpasses and tunnels must be sufficiently wide for cyclists to safely use
them. Places for bicycles and cars to enter and exit the road safely must be planned.
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“Bicycle May Use Full Lane” and “Bicycle On Road” signs help alert motorists to the presence of bicycles along
shared-use roadways.
Bicycle Route
More a designation than a true facility, a bicycle route is a segment of road identified as
a path of travel for bicyclists between destinations. Bicycle routes may have directional
and informational signage but may not always have pavement markings. Bicycle routes
may exist at the national, state, county and local level. U.S. Bicycle Route 1 is an example
of a bicycle route through the FAMPO Region. Unfortunately, many routes designated
as bicycle routes are not yet bicycle safe or friendly- designating a route is only the first
step in a process that may take many years. Making improvements such as wide paved
shoulders, road reconstruction, bike lanes, and shared-use path installation are further
steps required to truly bring a bicycle route to fruition.

U.S. Bicycle Route 1 has a bike
lane on Deacon Road

Signs, Signals, and Pavement Markings
Signs, traffic signals, and pavement markings all provide important
information to pedestrians, bicyclists, and motorists. Signing and
marking bicycle routes and crosswalks encourages their use by bicyclists,
helps indicate a preferred bicycle route and sends a visual cue to
motorists about the function of a street. Traffic signals and timing
optimization make it safer to cross a street without having to wait for a
vehicle to activate the light cycle. Shared lane pavement markings are
also called “sharrows.”
Sharrow, Prince Edward St.

Bicycle Support Facilities
Bicycle support facilities complement the bicycle network and include
infrastructure such as bicycle parking (short- and long-term), repair stations,
wayfinding, water fountains, showers and restrooms. Providing this
infrastructure ensures that bicycling can serve as a viable transportation mode
in addition to a viable form of recreation. Adequate bike parking facilities are
especially important at transit stations, park and ride lots, and other places a
bike may be left for many hours. A place to keep bikes safely locked up and
under shelter is essential for providing good first-mile/last mile mobility
options.
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Bicycle Lockers

Sidewalks
As previously mentioned, sidewalks are generally located within
the public ROW and are separated from the street by means of a
buffer strip. Sidewalks improve mobility and encourage people
to walk more often by providing safe, crucial links from
residential areas to commercial and employment areas, parks,
schools, transit stops, and historical and cultural attractions.
Sidewalks are typically constructed of concrete, asphalt or brick
pavers. VDOT minimum standards for sidewalks are five feet,
which allows for two adults to pass one another, or for two adults
to walk side-by-side. In high traffic areas, such as downtowns,
Princess Anne St. Sidewalk
transit stops and near schools, sidewalks should be wider than the
recommended five feet to accommodate the increased pedestrian traffic. Ideally, sidewalks should be continuous along
both sides of the roadway unless there is a shared-use path along one side. If conditions preclude facilities on both
sides, a shared-use path on one side is preferred to a single sidewalk. It is important to plan comprehensively for
shared-use paths and sidewalks; alternating between the two on a given side makes for a disjointed transportation
network.
A four- to six-foot buffer between the roadway and the sidewalk is desirable on busier streets, but smaller buffer zones
are acceptable on a case-by-case basis. In downtown areas, wider sidewalks that accommodate sidewalk furniture are
more desirable. In urban areas, on-street parking and/or bike lanes act as an acceptable buffer from motor vehicle
traffic. In suburban or rural areas, a landscaped strip is generally the most suitable option.
Curb Ramp
Curb ramps provide access to the roadway from the
sidewalk system for people using wheelchairs,
walkers, strollers, and pedestrians with disabilities.
Curb ramps are typically installed at intersections,
midblock crossings (including trail crossings),
accessible on-street parking spaces, passenger loading
zones and bus stops. The slope of the curb ramp
cannot be greater than 8.3%, and a maximum slope
on any side flares of 10%. Where possible, separate
curb ramps for each crosswalk at an intersection
should be provided as opposed to having a single ramp
Curb ramp, Downtown Fredericksburg
at the corner for both crosswalks. Separate curb ramps
provide improved orientation for persons with
disabilities; likewise, tactile warnings will alert pedestrians to the sidewalk/street edge.
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Marked Crosswalks and Enhancements

Crosswalk markings in Boston, MA

pedestrians in high demand areas.

Crosswalks are the portion of the roadway intended for
pedestrians to use in crossing the street. They may be
distinctly indicated for pedestrian crossing by lines or other
markings on the surface. At intersections with a sidewalk
present, the crosswalk is the marked or unmarked part of
the roadway where the lateral boundary lines of the
sidewalk would extend across. Crosswalks are usually
installed along with other measures such as signage and
pedestrian signals. In-road vertical signs can help calm
traffic in these areas and alert drivers to the presence of

Many different materials and marking patterns can be used to effectively mark crosswalks. A list of the different types
of markings can be found in FHWA’s Manual for Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD). The MUTCD defines
the standards used by road managers nationwide to install and maintain traffic control devices on all streets and
highways. Different types of materials to designate crosswalks can include thermoplastics, brick and concrete.
Raised Crosswalk
Raised crosswalks serve a dual purpose. First, they provide a marked path for pedestrians to cross. Second, they act
as a traffic calming device to slow motor vehicle traffic. Raised crosswalks also negate the need for curb ramps as they
let pedestrians cross the street on the same level as the sidewalk.
Raised crosswalks can be built from a variety of materials such
as asphalt, concrete or pavers, and they are normally 10 feet
wide.
Raised Intersection
A raised intersection essentially functions as a speed table for an
entire intersection. The central portion of the intersection is
raised, forcing approaching traffic to reduce its speed. Since
vehicles are forced to reduce their speed, it makes the
intersection safer for bicyclists and pedestrians to execute a safe
crossing. Raised intersections are sometimes modified to be
raised crosswalks.
Median Island
A median island is a specific type of crossing island in the center
of a road that physically separates the directional flow of traffic
and may provide pedestrians with a place of refuge, reducing the
crossing distance and exposure time between safety points. Median islands can be provided midblock (where blocks
are long or where there is pedestrian demand) or at intersections. They should be at least eight feet wide and can
provide an opportunity to add green space to a community. A median island is also known as a Pedestrian Refuge
Island or Center Island. Should be paired with pedestrian-activated signals to avoid stranding pedestrians in the
median.
Median island, Fall Hill Ave.
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Leading Pedestrian Interval
Leading pedestrian interval refers to programming traffic signals to give pedestrians the WALK signal before motorists
are given a green light and allowed to proceed through the intersection. This gives pedestrians a “head start,” which
minimizes conflicts between pedestrians crossing a roadway and left- or right-turning vehicles.
Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon
A pedestrian hybrid beacon (PHB) is a pedestrian-activated device used to warn and control traffic at an unsignalized
location to assist pedestrians in crossing at a marked crosswalk. The system features two “beacon heads” attached to
a mast arm pole, for motor vehicle traffic, and pedestrian signals for the person crossing the street. The lights on the
“beacon heads” are off until a pedestrian desires to cross the street, at which point they are activated to stop motor
vehicle traffic. Once the cycle has concluded, the lights again turn off. PHBs are typically used for larger crossing
distances where motor vehicle speeds are high. VDOT guidance calls for PHBs on roads with three or more lanes
with an AADT above 9,000 and speeds above 40 MPH. PHBs should only be installed with well-marked crosswalks,
lighting, and pedestrian countdown signals.
Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacon

Rectangular rapid flashing beacon, College Ave.

A rectangular rapid flashing beacon (RRFB) is like
a pedestrian hybrid beacon in that both are
pedestrian-activated devices that help warn
oncoming traffic that a pedestrian is trying to cross
at a marked midblock crossing. RRFBs are used on
lower speed, lower volume streets than PHBS
(AADT>1500 and speeds <45mph), are installed
on the side of the roadway and on median islands,
and they feature two rectangular amber light
emitting diodes (LEDs) that supplement warning
signs. They can be activated by pedestrians
manually via a push button or passively by a
pedestrian detection system. Once activated, the
RRFBs use an irregular flash pattern that is similar
to the flashers on emergency response vehicles.
These flashers have been shown to be better at
grabbing drivers’ attention than standard signage.

Transit Stop
Pedestrian-accessible transit stops are essential in creating livable communities and having a balanced transportation
system. They are also important in encouraging people to use public transit. Transit stops should be in highly visible
locations that are easily accessible; at intervals convenient for passengers; and designed to provide safe, convenient
and comfortable facilities for passengers. Transit stops should be designed with signage, lighting, shelters with seating,
trash receptacles and bicycle parking in mind, while not impeding pedestrian travel.
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Appropriate placement of transit stops is crucial for user safety. For example, locating transit stops on the near side
of intersections or crosswalks may block the pedestrian’s view of approaching traffic as well as the approaching driver’s
view of the pedestrians. Far-side stops generally encourage riders to cross behind the bus and improve pedestrian
safety. Placing stops at the far-side of the intersection can also improve motor vehicle operation in the immediate area
near a transit stop.
Wayfinding
Wayfinding is comprehensive signage and/or markings to orient
travelers and guide them to their destinations along preferred
routes with little misunderstanding or stress. This is done by
providing information such as distances or times to reach key
destinations/areas. Wayfinding signage can help encourage
walking by simplifying routes. Increasingly, mobile applications
and other wireless technologies are being integrated into
wayfinding systems.
Street Furniture

Street furniture, Downtown Fredericksburg

Well-designed pedestrian networks/walking environments are enhanced by urban design elements such as street
furniture (benches, water fountains, waste/recycling receptacles, public restrooms, bus shelters, etc.) and landscaping.
These amenities make the walking environment comfortable and inviting. Street furniture should be placed in a
location which does not impede pedestrian traffic. These areas should also be maintained and kept clear of trash and
overgrown plants and trees.
Consideration must also be taken into street lighting; quality street
lighting will enhance the environment and provide increased
safety and comfort. In downtown or commercial areas,
pedestrian-scale lighting should be used as opposed to taller, autooriented lamps. Street lighting should be placed on both sides of
the street to provide consistent lighting along the
sidewalk/walkway. Pedestrian crossing areas should be
supplemented with brighter lights.
Pedestrian Overpass/Underpass
Pedestrian overpasses and underpasses provide a grade-separated,
uninterrupted path for pedestrians that is separate from the flow
of traffic. These measures should be used as a last resort, due to the high cost associated with implementing them.
The best use for these facilities is over/under busy highways, railroad tracks, and natural barriers; they work best when
the topography allows for use of the structure without ramps. Pedestrian over/underpasses must be ADA compliant;
measures to meet compliance may entail ramps and elevators.
Pedestrian Underpass – Rappahannock River Heritage Trail
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TRANSIT ACCESS
Bus

FRED Bus with Bicycle Rack

racks on the busses.

A transit stop normally draws riders within a half
mile (10-minute walk) distance. At a modest riding
speed, a bicyclist can travel three or four times that
distance in the same amount of time, thereby
increasing the transit catchment area. Bicyclefriendly public transit can reduce traffic by
encouraging bicyclists to use it. It can also improve
safety, as bicyclists can use public transit to bypass or
go through areas not well-suited for bicycling.
FREDericksburg Regional Transit (FRED) has
external bicycle racks mounted on the front of its
entire fleet. Riders must receive permission from
the driver prior to securing their bicycles to the

The main concern for transit access, however, is the quality of the bus stops and the ability for pedestrians to access
them. Throughout the FAMPO region, there are bus stops consisting of merely signage, disconnected from any
pedestrian infrastructure. As the region works to improve these conditions, transit access and mobility will improve
for everyone.
Rail
Rail transit in the FAMPO Region is provided by
Amtrak and the Virginia Railway Express (VRE).
VRE offers weekday commuter service from the
four VRE stations in the Region to Northern
Virginia and the District of Columbia. Morning trips
originate at the Spotsylvania Station and terminate at
Union Station in Washington, D.C., while evening
trips operate in the opposite manner. Amtrak
provides service on weekdays and weekends from
the Fredericksburg Train Station to destinations
nationwide along the Amtrak rail network.
VRE allows collapsible bicycles on all trains. These
bicycles must be completely folded and safely stored
Bicycle Racks at Fredericksburg Train Station
to minimize inconvenience to other travelers. Fullsize bicycles are permitted on the last three
northbound and southbound trains. The bicycles must park in the designated area. No more than two full-size bicycles
are allowed on the car at any time and must be tethered to the seat to maintain safety.
Amtrak permits bicycles on all trains. Some of the trains have bicycle racks in designated cars, and where the onboard
racks are not available, bicycles can be checked as baggage. Collapsible bicycles are permitted on all trains as carry-on
baggage. Some routes may require a reservation to be made to accommodate bicycles onboard while others are first
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come, first serve. Bicycle racks are present at the Fredericksburg station; other stations have planned projects including
paths and bike racks.
Storing a bicycle on the train is only part of the equation, however. Would-be commuters must be able to reach the
train station via bike. Currently, there are well-marked crosswalks and signals to the west of the station in downtown
Fredericksburg and a network of sidewalks allows for pedestrian travel. Approaching the station from the north, south
or east is more difficult. After a few blocks, bicycle or pedestrian infrastructure becomes less consistent and then
begins to disappear. A number of planned projects are attempting to address this transportation shortfall: the Chatham
Bridge shared-use path over the Rappahannock River into Stafford County, sidewalks along Lafayette Blvd south into
Spotsylvania County, and the shared-use path along Tidewater Trail out of the City into Spotsylvania County are
among them.

Pedestrian crossings near train station in downtown Fredericksburg
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WHEN: MICROMOBILITY IS COMING. WILL THE REGION BE READY?
After a shaky start, more and more cities and towns across Virginia are embracing the e-scooter. In 2019 the General
Assembly passed a law allowing localities to regulate the use of e-scooters and other forms of micro-mobility. This
gives localities guidance on negotiating pilot programs with scooter companies and allows them to set their own
parameters. Here are things to consider, based on the experience of other localities:
Where will E-Scooters be allowed?
Roadways
Sidewalks
Shared-Use Paths
Bike Lanes
At What Speed? (Speed can be capped per locality requirements)
10 mph (some localities that allow scooters on sidewalks have done this)
15 mph
20 mph (normal top speed for device)
Geofencing:
Only allows scooters to be ridden or parked in certain areas (can help keep scooters off pedestrian-only
areas).
Technology is rapidly advancing, but still has some drawbacks
Equity:
Localities can require that a percentage of scooters be placed in lower income areas, but keeping them
there and accessible requires constant intervention.
Discounted and cash accounts for riders without bank access are available.
Which Company:
Bird, Lime, and Bolt are the largest operators in Virginia, but others are rapidly joining the market—Veo,
for example, operates in Charlottesville.
Lime operates in Richmond, Norfolk, and Roanoke;
Bird operates in Arlington, Fairfax, Harrisonburg, Richmond, Roanoke;
Bolt is found in Richmond, Arlington and Roanoke
When considering a policy for our region, it will be most effective to work cooperatively to create a FAMPOwide policy. To facilitate the process, it will be helpful to look to the experiences of these cities dating back
to 2017.
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WHERE: BICYCLE DEMAND AND LEVEL OF STRESS ANALYSIS
A bicycle level of stress analysis is a method of rating road segments by how accessible they are to cyclists. This analysis
is based on the comfort level of a cyclist in the “interested but concerned” user group.
The level of stress analysis rates each segment on a scale from one to four, with four representing an environment
that is not recommended for cycling, and one representing a low-stress environment. Most of the public would likely
choose to bicycle on segments rated as a one. This analysis utilizes a simple methodology to overcome limitations in
roadway data. The variables included in the analysis are: posted speed limit, number of travel lanes, and AADT for
each road segment (where data is available). Note that it does not consider other cycling safety concerns such as the
slope of the road, presence or absence of a shoulder, and the number of curb cuts. Hopefully in the future some of
this data may be included, as it becomes available.
Table 6 outlines the rubric used to assign a score based on the aforementioned variables. Roads that receive a score
of one are considered suitable for the “interested but concerned” group of cyclists. These roads have slow traffic
speeds and low volumes, making them conducive to bicycling in mixed traffic. A score of four emphasizes roads with
the greatest level of stress. Due to high speeds and large traffic volumes, only a small segment of the population
(approximately 1%) is willing to bicycle along these links. A segment automatically receives a level of stress of “1” if
it is a road segment that contains a separated bicycle path.
Table 6: Scoring Rubric for Road Segment Level of Stress
Posted Speed Limit
(MPH)
≤25
>25 to ≤35
>35

*or no AADT data available

Number of Travel
Lanes
1-2
3-4
≥5
1-2
≥3
≥1

Mixed Traffic
≤3000 AADT*

3000-6000 AADT

>6000 AADT

1
3
4
2
4
4

2
3
4
3
4
4

3
3
4
3
4
4

Bicycle Demand Analysis
A bicycle demand analysis helps determine where people are likely to bicycle. The analysis uses 14 measures which
typically correlate with cycling, capturing a diverse range of factors related to bicycle ridership and, when viewed
together, providing a comprehensive picture of the demand for bicycling. Table 7 summarizes the measures used in
the analysis, the rationale behind them, the weight given to each and the source of data. The weighting is based on the
perceived importance of the factor.
The points for each of the 148 block groups were tallied to produce a composite score. Point values for the block
groups ranged from 107 in rural areas to nearly 12 in Downtown. US Census Block Groups are used for each category.
Data from each measure is ranked by block group and then weighted for each category. Each category’s weight is then
summed to receive a final score-- the lower the score, the higher bicycle demand.
The results of both the demand and level of stress analyses can be seen in Map 6. There are two goals of the bicycle
level of stress and bicycle demand analyses:
1. To determine which roads need bicycle infrastructure improvements, and
2. To provide a method of prioritizing those improvements based on where the greatest demand for bicycling
exists.
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Table 7: Bicycle Demand Analysis Methodology

Factor

Rationale

2020 Population
Density
2018 Employment
Density

2018 Hospitality and
Retail Employment
Density

20%

20%
Most trips start or end at home, job, or retail
location, making residential and employment
clusters the major indicators of demand for
bike travel.

2019 Percent Bike
Commuters

2019 Percent Below
Poverty Line
2020 Jan-August StL
Bike Index
Trail Length
Number Higher
Education

Households in poverty are limited to a
shorter radius of travel compared to higher
income households. They have the lowest
rate of Single Occupancy Vehicle (SOV)use
and the highest usage of less costly travel
modes: carpool, transit, bike and walk.
This factor captures where bicycles are used
the most.
Captures destinations where demand for
bicycles is created.

Captures destinations for bicycle travel for
students and adults.

Number High Schools
Number FRED Stops
Number VRE Stops

10%

10%

Number Hospitals
Number Elementary
Schools
Number Middle
Schools

Weight Data Source

Cycling is a solution to the "last mile"
problem, the distance between one's home
or work and transit stop.
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2020 US Census
2018 US Census
Longitudinal
EmployerHousehold
Dynamics
2018 US Census
Longitudinal
EmployerHousehold
Dynamics
2019 US Census
American
Community Survey
(ACS) 5-Year

10%

2019 US Census
American
Community Survey
(ACS) 5-Year

10%

GWRC StreetLight
Data

5%

GWRC GIS

1%

GWRC GIS

1%

GWRC GIS

1%

GWRC GIS

1%

GWRC GIS

1%

GWRC GIS

5%

GWRC GIS

5%

GWRC GIS

Map 6, Bicycle Demand and Level of Stress
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WHY: ECONOMIC AND HEALTH BENEFITS OF ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION PLANNING
For the majority of the 20th century, America spent
billions removing exercise from its built environment so
completely that it has become possible to live our lives
on less than 3000 steps a day. The resulting health
catastrophe has caused us to rethink that position, but
our way of life is now so auto-centric that alternative
paradigms must necessarily face the burden of economic
proof.
BOON TO BUSINESS
The research is becoming clear, however, that adding
bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure to our towns and
A young commuter on the Rappahannock River Heritage Trail
communities is good for business. In study after study,
researchers have found that adding amenities such as
bike lanes and paths, sidewalks and secure bicycle parking have paid large dividends to small businesses and property
values alike. According to the Street Improvement Study, a report of 14 corridors across the U.S. in 2019, active
transportation infrastructure was found to boost neighborhood vitality across the board 3.
Even when a travel lane or group of parking spaces was removed, food sales and employment numbers in the
neighborhood increased 4. Many factors account for this; not only do pedestrians and cyclists visit local businesses
more often, but narrower streets with bike lanes and traffic calming measures slow down motorists as well: “People
started noticing the businesses more…our business revenues have grown on average 30 percent a year,” said one
gallery owner regarding the installation of bike lanes in front of their store 5.
This is an important point that’s often lost amid the clamor for vehicle flow through our communities—motorists
quickly on their way elsewhere spend their money elsewhere. To keep money in the local economy, make the
commercial district bike and pedestrian safe and slow vehicle traffic down. To encourage this, cities across the U.S.
are now fighting for the right to lower speed limits below 25, with several cities now setting downtown speed limits
to 20. In Virginia, the General Assembly passed a law in March of 2021 that allows localities to set their own speed
limits (15 to 25) citing the rising tide of pedestrian deaths in the Commonwealth. Norfolk, Richmond, and Waterford,
VA have so far lowered their speeds to 20 mph at the time of publication of this document, and other localities are
discussing the measure.
Once cyclists and pedestrians can safely travel to a neighborhood, support infrastructure is important. Bike parking
and outdoor seating must be in place to create a welcoming, secure, and lively community. Businesses like bike parking
because rows of bicycles make a shop look popular; likewise with outdoor seating—all this activity is highly visual and
attracts the attention of passing motorists, inviting them to shop locally.

Portland State University. "Bike lanes provide positive economic impact." ScienceDaily. ScienceDaily, 22 April 2020.
www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2020/04/200422151318.htm
3

4

IBID

Advocacy Advance. “Bicycling Means Business: The Economic Benefits
https://www.advocacyadvance.org/the-economic-benefits-of-bicycle-infrastructure/

5
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of

Bicycling

Infrastructure.”

BOOST TO PROPERTY
There is no doubt about the effect of active transportation infrastructure on adjacent properties. Homes near cycling
and walking trails sell for 10% more on average than similar homes without such amenities 6, and their residents enjoy
a greatly enhanced quality of life.
While some communities express concerns with safety around local trails, studies over the last thirty years have shown
that there is no correlation. Having a walking and biking path adjacent to a neighborhood does not affect its safety 7.
A landmark study of 372 trails done by the National Park Service found that not only do urban and suburban trails
not increase crime, in many cases crime rates on or adjacent to these trails is lower than national averages. 8
Nevertheless, the perception persists that shared-use paths can be a safety concern. It is a task for planners to include
the public in the planning process, listening to their concerns and providing information to refute commonly-held
myths about crime on trails. As for legitimate concerns about litter and trespassing, it is important to design public
trails with clear delineation between public and private space. Increased buffers with open rail fencing and support
infrastructure with trash cans or pack-it-out signage, as well as community outreach and education about trail use, can
improve these issues for everyone.
BETTER HEALTH FOR ALL
The importance of resolving the opposition to active transportation infrastructure and understanding its positive
economic impact cannot be overstated. As mentioned at the beginning, erasing active movement from our daily travel
has resulted in skyrocketing health problems. Two thirds- that is, the vast majority- of adult Americans are overweight
or obese. Related health care costs top $160 billion per year. 9
In many communities, residential and commercial areas are either adjacent or nearby. A car is often the only option,
however, because there is no safe route available and we have not built up a culture of walking and biking. 10 Without
a cohesive network, many people view walking and cycling in their communities as unsafe and unappealing. Children
are driven to schools even a few blocks away, removing the chance to develop a daily habit of getting around
independently.
It does not have to be this way. More than a quarter of our daily trips are within range of a 20-minute walk; half are
within a 20-minute bike ride. 11 For a fraction of the cost of widening roadways, we can build a comprehensive active
http://headwaterseconomics.org/wp-content/uploads/trails-library-property-value-overview.pdf
https://www.proquest.com/openview/6fb36065859183566bb916945267342d/1?pq-origsite=gscholar&cbl=2037373
6

“Trail Effects on Neighborhoods: Home Value, Safety, Quality of Life.” Suzanne Webel, Boulder Area Trails Coalition.
https://www.americantrails.org/resources/trail-effects-on-neighborhoods-home-value-safety-quality-of-life

7

“Rail Trails and Safe Communities: The Experience on 372 Trails.” Tracy, Tammy and Morris, Hugh. Rails to Trails
Conservancy and National Park Service. https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/rt_safecomm.pdf

8

The Rails to Trails Conservancy. “Why Active Transportation.” https://www.railstotrails.org/partnership-for-activetransportation/why/
9

10

IBID

11

IBID
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transportation network that links everyday destinations within our communities and gives us a choice to leave the keys
behind for better health.
A shift away from private automobiles toward active transportation in our built environment will save money and
increase economic opportunity for small and local businesses. It will also dramatically improve public health and
quality of life in our communities. Overall, investing in active transportation returns dividends; not just for those who
use it, but for all of society, resulting a robust small business economy, a lively and resilient downtown, a less-burdened
healthcare system, a more equitable transportation network, and fewer cars on the road.

CHAPTER 4: RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations are a result of a collaborative planning process involving staff data collection and
technical analysis combined with the input of BPAC and locality planners. Findings from the literature review, crash
analysis and level of stress analysis provided quantitative data that directly informed the recommendations.
Additionally, more qualitative input from BPAC helped to inform FAMPO staff during the development. The
resulting network can be seen on the following pages in this chapter.

STUDIES
Several recent and ongoing studies have helped guide the recommendations in this and the following chapter. Ongoing
studies include the U.S. 17 multimodal study in southern Stafford County, the Lafayette Blvd Phase II Study
(administered by FAMPO and VDOT), and the following VDOT pipeline studies: U.S. 1 Stafford County, U.S. 1
Business Spotsylvania County, and State Route 3 Spotsylvania County, all of which feature bicycle and pedestrian
infrastructure recommendations. FAMPO is conducting the East-West Multimodal Transportation Study, which
examines all modes including bicycle and pedestrian. GWRC recently concluded the Regional Greenway Feasibility
Study, which greatly informed this document and which is summarized more fully below.

REGIONAL GREENWAY STUDY
Previously bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure was planned on a jurisdictional level, but in 2020 GWRC/FAMPO
staff, funded by a grant from the Virginia Department of Forestry, embarked on a year-long Regional Greenway
Feasibility Study. Gathering a working group of stakeholders from all five jurisdictions of GWRC, the study brought
together planners, community organizers, trail advocates, and interested citizens to develop a prioritization matrix for
trail selection. Over the course of three meetings, they collaboratively planned a framework for a greenway network
linking green spaces throughout the region; crossing jurisdictional boundaries. The resulting plan has been codified
here in the 2050 Active Transportation Plan and is being incorporated into locality Comprehensive Plans,
supporting the funding of trail projects around the region for decades to come. The Draft Regional Greenway is
shown in the Regional Greenway Feasibility Study and Plan, which is attached in the Appendix.

FAMPO REGION BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN RECOMMENDATIONS
While the Constrained Long-Range Plan (CLRP) lists the projects that score high enough to be included within the
amount of funding that the region reasonably expects to be allotted within the planning horizon of this document,
the actual need for bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure is greater than the available funding. Below is a list of projects
for each jurisdiction that did not score well enough to make the CLRP, but nonetheless are important for both the
locality which chose them and for the FAMPO region overall. These projects have been included in this document so
that, when and if funding becomes available, they may be packaged as future projects for consideration.
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FREDERICKSBURG RECOMMENDATIONS
The City of Fredericksburg currently has several bicycle and pedestrian projects in various stages of planning energized
by the Small Area Plan initiative. The land use integration of residential developments along the growing VCR Trail is
a hopeful sign for the future of active transportation. Here are the current projects for the City of Fredericksburg.

TABLE 8: CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN INFRASTRUCTURE
IMPROVEMENTS

Improvement

Location

Shared-Use Path and Sidewalk

Gordon W. Shelton Blvd from Willow Ln to Cowan Blvd

Shared-Use Path and Sidewalk

Gateway Blvd from Route 3 to Fall Hill Ave

Shared-Use Path and Sidewalk

Route 3 from Gateway Blvd to William St/Greenbrier Dr

Shared-Use Path

U.S. 1 from Cowan Blvd to Spotsylvania County Line

Shared-Use Path

From Idlewild Neighborhood to Altoona Neighborhood

Shared-Use Path

From Idlewild Blvd to Gateway Blvd

Shared-Use Path

Hospital Dr from Rappahannock Canal Path to Cowan Blvd

Shared-Use Path

From Hospital Dr to Cadmus Dr

Shared-Use Path

William Street from Blue & Gray Pkwy to Hanover St

Shared-Use Path

From Mayfield Neighborhood to Charles St

Shared-Use Path

Lafayette Blvd from VCR Trail to Sophia St
Willis St and Lafayette Blvd from VCR Trail to Fredericksburg National
Cemetery
Hanover St/George St from William St to Sophia St

Sidewalk
Shared Road Signage
Shared-Use Path
Bike Boulevard
Bike Boulevard
Bike Lanes/Cycle Track
Shared-Use Path, Cycle Track and Shared
Road Signage

Lansdowne Rd from Route 2 to Spotsylvania County Line
Rowe St/Cornell St/Washington Ave/Lewis St/Fauquier St from Stafford
Ave to Sophia St
Stafford Ave/William St/Adams St from Rowe St to Hanover St
Sophia St/Pitt St/Caroline St from Lafayette Blvd to Rappahannock River
Heritage Trail
Kenmore Ave from Rappahannock Canal Path to Lafayette Blvd

Sidewalk

North side of Fall Hill Ave from Riverside Manor Blvd to Carl D. Silver
Pkwy
Oakwood St from Route 3 to Hays St/Century Oak Dr

Sidewalk

Westwood Dr/Woodland Rd/Keeneland Rd from Cowan Blvd to Route 3

Shared-Use Path
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Crosswalks in downtown Fredericksburg

TABLE 9: CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG CROSSING IMPROVEMENTS
Improvement

Location

Crossings

Overpass

VCR Trail crossing Blue & Gray Pkwy

1

Overpass

VCR Trail crossing U.S. 1

1

Overpass/Underpass

VCR Trail crossing Interstate 95

1

Overpass

Gateway Blvd crossing Route 3

1

Bicycle Signal

Sophia St crossing William St

1

Crosswalk and Pedestrian Signal

Fall Hill Ave and Carl D. Silver Pkwy intersection

3

Crosswalk and Pedestrian Signal

William St and Kenmore Ave intersection

5

Crosswalk

U.S. 1 and Route 3 interchange

8
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Map 7, Fredericksburg City Active Transportation Needs
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SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY RECOMMENDATIONS
Spotsylvania County’s trail network has been growing more rapidly in recent years thanks to the vision laid out in its
Trailways Master Plan, first written in 2011, and revised and adopted in December 2021. New projects are being
undertaken to advance the VCR Trail both eastward toward Fredericksburg and westward toward the National Park
lands and the recreational trails in the more rural parts of the county with the ultimate goal of connecting with Orange
County along the historic rail line. Since the 2045 Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan, other important active transportation
infrastructure has continued to make headway. A section of the East Coast Greenway heading out of the City along
Tidewater Trail (Rt. 2) has successfully received funding following a County led SMART SCALE Round 4 application
submittal. This project is paired with widening of the roadway for added vehicle traffic capacity within the same extent.
Future implementation phases to further extend the East Coast Greenway beyond Shannon Airport to Benchmark
Road and then southward to the Spotsylvania VRE station are envisioned. Many other projects are conceived of in
the County. Below is a list of Spotsylvania’s important Active Transportation projects.

TABLE 14: SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN INFRASTRUCTURE
IMPROVEMENTS

Improvement

Location

Shoulder Improvements

Route 3 from Andora to Orange County line

Sidewalks

Old Plank Rd from Gordon Rd to Route 3

Sidewalks

Route 3 from Old Plank Rd to Gordon Rd

Shoulder Improvements

Old Plank Rd from McLaws to Route 3

Shoulder Improvements

River Rd from Bragg Rd to Motts Run Park

Shoulder Improvements

Jones Powell Rd

Shoulder Improvements

Partlow/Fairview Rd from Caroline County line to Lewiston Rd

Shoulder Improvements

Catharpin Rd from Piney Branch to Robert E. Lee Dr

Shoulder Improvements

Elys Ford Rd from Route 3 to Orange County line

Shoulder Improvements

Partlow Rd from Route 208 to Fairview Rd

Sidewalk and Shared-Use Path

U.S. 17 from Old Dominion Pkwy to Caroline County line

Shoulder Improvements

Route 208 from Morris Rd to Bradley Lane

Shoulder Improvements

Morris Rd from Route 208 to Hiawatha Drive

Sidewalk

Tidewater Trail (Route 2) from Benchmark Rd to US 17

Shoulder Improvements

Church Pond Rd from Massaponnax Church Rd to Guinea Station Rd
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Sidewalk and Shared-Use Path

Guinea Station Rd from U.S. 1 to Smith Station Rd

Shoulder Improvements

Stubbs Bridge/Monrovia Rd from Post Oak Rd to Orange County line

Sidewalks

Lee Hill School Rd from Germanna Point Drive to Eagle Point Drive

Shoulder Improvements

Marye Rd from U.S. 1 to Partlow Rd

Sidewalk and Shared-Use Path

Massaponnax Church Rd from Smith Station Rd to Route 208

Shoulder Improvements

Post Oak Rd from Orange County line to Route 208

Shoulder Improvements

Robert E. Lee Dr from Catharpin Rd to Rt 208

Shoulder Improvements

Pamunkey Rd from Post Oak Rd to Catharpin Rd

Shoulder Improvements

Catharpin Rd from Robert E. Lee Dr to Post Oak Rd

Sidewalks (Shared-Use Path portion)

Piedmont Dr from Harrison Rd to Smith Station Rd

Sidewalks and Shared- Use Path

Route 208 from Lewiston Rd to Louisa County line

Shared-Use Path and Sidewalk

Gordon Rd from Smith Station Rd to Harrison Road

Shared-Use Path and Sidewalk

Old Plank Rd from Gordon Rd to Catharpin Rd

Shared-Use Path and Sidewalk

Catharpin Rd from Old Plank Rd to Wilderness Elementary

Shared-Use Path and Sidewalk

Salem Church Rd from Leavells Rd to Route 3

Shared-Use Path and Sidewalk

Smith Station Rd from Massaponnax Church Rd to Gordon Rd

Shared-Use Path and Sidewalk

U.S. 17 from U.S. 1 to Old Dominion Pkwy

Shared-Use Path and Sidewalk

Leavells Rd from Smith Station Rd to Route 208

Sidewalks and Shoulder Improvements

Tidewater Trail (Route 2) from Fredericksburg City line to Benchmark Rd

Sidewalks

Mine Rd from Lansdowne Rd to U.S. 1

Sidewalks and Shoulder Improvements

Lansdowne Rd from Fredericksburg City Limits to Mine Rd

Shared-Use Path

Courthouse Rd Bypass from Wild Turkey Dr to Brock Rd

Shared-Use Path

U.S. 1 from Spotsylvania Pkwy to Commonwealth Dr

Shared-Use Path

Benchmark Rd from Route 2 to U.S. 17

Shared-Use Path

Salem Church Rd from Harrison Rd to VCR Trail

Shared-Use Path

VCR Trail from Fredericksburg City Limits to Salem Church Rd

Shared-Use Path

VCR Trail from Brock Rd to Orange County Line
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TABLE 15: SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY CROSSING IMPROVEMENTS

Improvement

Crosswalk and Pedestrian Signal
Crosswalk and Pedestrian Signal
Crosswalk and Pedestrian Signal
Crosswalk and Pedestrian Signal
Crosswalk and Pedestrian Signal
Crosswalk and Pedestrian Signal
Crosswalk and Pedestrian Signal
Crosswalk and Pedestrian Signal
Pedestrian Signal Upgrade
Crosswalk and Pedestrian Signal
Crosswalk and Pedestrian Signal
Crosswalk and Pedestrian Signal
Crosswalk and Pedestrian Signal
Crosswalk and Pedestrian Signal
Crosswalk and Pedestrian Signal
Crosswalk and Pedestrian Signal
Crosswalk and Pedestrian Signal
Crosswalk and Pedestrian Signal
Crosswalk and Pedestrian Signal
Crosswalk and Pedestrian Signal
Crosswalk and Pedestrian Signal
Crosswalk and Pedestrian Signal
Crosswalk and Pedestrian Signal
Crosswalk and Pedestrian Signal
Crosswalk and Pedestrian Signal
Crosswalk and Pedestrian Signal
Crosswalk and Pedestrian Signal
Crosswalk and Pedestrian Signal
Crosswalk and Pedestrian Signal
Crosswalk and Pedestrian Signal
Crosswalk and Pedestrian Signal
Crosswalk and Pedestrian Signal
Crosswalk and Signal
Crosswalk and Signal
Crosswalk and Signal
Crosswalk and Signal
Crosswalk and Signal
Crosswalk and Signal
Crosswalk and Signal
Crosswalk and Signal
Crosswalk and Signage
Crosswalk and Signage
Crosswalk and Signage
Crosswalk and Signage
Crosswalk and Signal
Crosswalk and Ped Signal

Location

Route 3 and Gordon Rd
Route 3 and Salem Church Rd
Route 3 and Bragg Rd
Route 3 and Taskforce Dr
U.S. 1 and Route 208/Lafayette Blvd
U.S. 1 and Mine Rd
U.S. 1 and Southpointe Pkwy
Harrison Rd and Leavells/Salem Church Rd
Smith Station Rd between schools
Route 208 and Leavells Rd
Route 208 and Smith Station Rd
Harrison Rd and Gordon Rd
Gordon Rd and Old Plank Rd
Lafayette Blvd and Falcon Dr
Harrison Rd and Old Plank Rd
Route 208 and Brock Rd
Massaponax Church Rd and U.S. 17
U.S. 17 and Route 2
Route 2 and Benchmark Rd
Salem Church Rd and VCR Trail
Lafayette Blvd and Harrison Rd
U.S. 17 and Benchmark Rd
U.S. 17 and Thornton Roll Rd
Route 3 and Andora Dr
Harrison and Old Leavells Rd
Harrison and Chancellor Park Dr
Leavells Rd and Pleasants Dr
Leavells Rd and Salem Station Blvd
Leavells Rd and Breezewood Dr
Lafayette Blvd and Old Greenwich
Piedmont Dr and Smith Station Rd
Piedmont Dr and Harrison Rd
Benchmark Rd and Mine Rd
Harrison and Salem Station Blvd
Old Plank Rd and Catharpin Rd
Lafayette Blvd and Hudgins Rd
Lafayette Blvd and Butternut Dr
Lafayette Blvd and Lorraine Ave
Gordon Rd and Smith Station Rd
U.S. 1 and Market St
Catharpin Rd and VCR Trail
Ashby Dr and VCR Trail
Brock Rd and VCR Trail
Gordon Rd and VCR Trail
Route 208 at Four Mile Fork Shopping Ctr entrance
Rt 1 and Hudgins Rd
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Crossings
3
3
3
3
6
3
3
3
1
5
4
3
3
2
3
2
3
5
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1
2
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2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
2

Map 8, Spotsylvania County Active Transportation Needs
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STAFFORD COUNTY RECOMMENDATIONS
Much like Spotsylvania, Stafford has taken a proactive approach to active transportation improvements with
its Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities Plan, most recently adopted in 2019. The plan helps Stafford take a
comprehensive approach to developing bike and pedestrian infrastructure in the county. Some of Stafford’s
notable achievements have been the expansion of the Belmont/Ferry Farm Trail eastward along River Road,
passing several county parks and the National Park Service’s property at Chatham Manor, as well as the
recent shared-use path on Courthouse Road along and pedestrian crossing at the redesigned I-95
interchange. The County has also been putting in several miles of new sidewalks connecting residential
developments to shopping, bus stops and other daily destinations. Here are the important projects for
Stafford County.

TABLE 16: STAFFORD COUNTY BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN INFRASTRUCTURE
IMPROVEMENTS

Improvement

Shoulder Improvements
Shoulder Improvements
Shoulder Improvements
Shoulder Improvements
Shoulder Improvements
Shoulder Improvements
Shoulder Improvements
Shoulder Improvements
Shoulder Improvements
Shoulder Improvements
Shoulder Improvements
Shoulder Improvements
Shoulder Improvements
Shoulder Improvements
Shoulder Improvements
Shoulder Improvements
Shoulder Improvements
Shoulder Improvements
Shoulder Improvements
Sidewalk
Sidewalk
Sidewalk
Sidewalk
Sidewalk
Sidewalk
Sidewalk
Sidewalk
Sidewalk
Sidewalk
Sidewalk
Sidewalk
Sidewalk

Location

Brooke Rd from Ringgold Road to End
Ferry/Ringgold Rd from Route 3 to Brooke Rd
Stefaniga Rd from Mountain View Rd to Curtis Memorial Park
Potomac Run Rd from Leeland Rd to Eskimo Hill Rd
Eskimo Hill Rd from Rt1 to Brooke Rd
Mountain View Rd from Apache Ln to Mountain View High School
Kellog Mill Rd from Mountain View Rd to Woodcutters Rd
Courthouse Rd from Blackhawk Dr to Andrew Chapel Rd
Widewater/Arkendale Rd from Telegraph Rd to End
Decatur Rd from Widewater Rd to End
Butler/White Oak Rds from U.S. 1 to Chapel Green Rd
U.S. 1 from Butler Rd to Garrisonville Rd
Poplar Rd from Warrenton Rd to Tackett's Mill Rd
Caisson Rd/Newton Rd from Rt3 to Belle Plains Rd
Belle Plains Rd from White Oak Rd to Newton Rd
Chapel Green/Fletchers Chapel Rd. Rt 218 to Rt3
Forest Lane Rd from Rt3 to Caisson Rd
Stony Hill Rd from Poplar Rd to Curtis Park
Tacketts Mill Rd from Poplar Rd to Fauquier County
Morton Rd from Forbes St to Leeland Rd
Forbes St from Layhill Rd to U.S. 1
Layhill Rd from U.S. 1 to Forbes St
Both sides of Eustace Rd from Northampton Blvd to Garrisonville Rd
Both sides of U.S. 17 from I-95 to Poplar Rd
Both sides of U.S. 17 from I-95 to U.S. 1
Both sides of Garrisonville Rd from Eustace Rd to Shelton Shop Rd
Both sides of Garrisonville Rd from U.S. 1 to Mine Rd
Both sides of Garrisonville Rd from Eustace Rd to Joshua Rd
Both sides of Austin Ridge Dr from Courthouse Rd to Shields Rd
Both sides of Barrett Heights Rd from Garrisonville Rd to Onville Rd
Both sides of Bells Hill Rd from U.S. 1 to U.S. 1
Both sides of Berea Church Rd from Warrenton Rd to Truslow Rd
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Sidewalk
Sidewalk
Sidewalk
Sidewalk
Sidewalk
Sidewalk
Sidewalk
Sidewalk
Sidewalk
Sidewalk
Sidewalk
Sidewalk
Sidewalk
Sidewalk
Sidewalk
Sidewalk
Sidewalk
Sidewalk
Sidewalk
Sidewalk
Sidewalk
Sidewalk
Sidewalk
Sidewalk
Sidewalk
Sidewalk
Sidewalk
Sidewalk
Sidewalk
Sidewalk
Sidewalk
Sidewalk
Sidewalk
Sidewalk
Shared Use Path
Shared Use Path
Shared Use Path
Shared Use Path
Shared Use Path
Shared Use Path
Shared Use Path
Shared Use Path
Shared Use Path
Shared Use Path
Shared Use Path
Shared Use Path
Shared Use Path
Shared Use Path
Shared Use Path
Shared Use Path

Both sides of Berkshire Dr from Garrisonville Rd to existing sidewalk
Both sides of Butler Rd/White Oak Rd from U.S. 1 to Ferry Rd
Both sides of Cardinal Forest Dr from Warrenton Rd to Averil Ct
Both sides of Carnaby St from U.S. 1 to existing sidewalk
Carter St from Forbes St to Butler Rd
Den Rich Rd from Telegraph Rd to end
Embrey Mill Rd from Winding Creek Rd to Crab Apple Dr
Flatford Rd from Winding Creek Rd to Parkway Blvd
Foreston Woods Dr from U.S. 1 to Susa Dr
Fritters Ln from Duffey Dr to Barrett Heights Rd
Furnace Rd from Choptank Rd to existing sidewalk
Gladstone Dr from Plantation Dr to Dayton Cir
Greenspring Dr from Mine Rd to Eastbrook Ct
Hope Rd from U.S. 1 to Somerset Ln
Jason Ln from U.S. 1 to Hatchers Run Ct
Jenny Lynn Rd from Crescent Valley Dr to Cavalry Ridge Rd
Joshua Rd from Garrisonville Rd to St Roberts Dr
Juggins Rd from Doc Stone Rd to Smith Lake Dr
Little Whim Rd from White Oak Rd to Brooke Rd
Manning Dr from U.S. 1 to Forbes St
Norfolk St from Truslow Rd to Cardinal Forest Dr
Oak Rd from Brewer Dr to Bells Hill Rd
Oakridge Dr from Garrisonville Rd to existing sidewalk
Olde Forge Dr from Warrenton Rd to Ironcasting Rd
Onville Rd from Worth Ave to MCB Quantico
Parkway Blvd from Garrisonville Rd to Southampton Ct
South Gateway Dr from England Pointe Rd to Southampton Ct
Spartan Dr from Courthouse Rd to Stafford Middle School entrance
Staffordboro Blvd from Juggins Connector Rd to Pike Pl
Telegraph Rd from Woodstock Ln to Grassland St
Woodstock Ln from U.S. 1 to Telegraph Rd
Enon Rd from U.S. 1 to Hulls Chapel Rd
Harrell Rd from Deacon Rd to Braemar Pl
Stafford Ave from Courthouse Rd to Hope Rd
Mine Rd from Garrisonville Rd to Austin Ridge Dr
U.S. 1 from Prince William County to Coty of Fredericksburg
Courthouse Rd from Ramoth Church Rd/Winding Creek Rd to Shelton Shop Rd
Deacon Rd from Leeland Rd to Brooke Rd
Doc Stone Rd from Juggins Rd to Smith Lake Park
Juggins Connector Rd from Juggins Rd to Staffordboro Blvd
Lichfield Blvd from Warrenton Rd to Plantation Dr
McWhirt Lp from Warrenton Rd to Banks Ford Pkwy
Mountain View Rd from Choptank Rd to Shelton Shop Rd
Off road from Harpoon Dr to Patawomeck Park
Off road from Hospital Center Blvd to Civil War Park
Off road (power easement) from Mountain View Rd to Austin Ridge
Plantation Dr from Lichfield Blvd to Truslow Rd
Rt 3 from Chatham Bridge to King George
Shelton Shop Rd from Garrisonville Rd to Mountain View Rd
Staffordboro Blvd from Juggins Connector Rd to Garrisonville Rd
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Shared Use Path
Shared Use Path
Shared Use Path
Shared Use Path
Shared Use Path
Shared Use Path
Shared Use Path
Shared Use Path
Shared Use Path
Shared Use Path
Shared Use Path
Shared Use Path
Shared Use Path
Shared Use Path
Shared Use Path
Shared Use Path
Shared Use Path
Shared Use Path
Shared-Use Path
Shared-Use Path
Shared-Use Path
Shared-Use Path
Shared Road Signage
Shared Road Signage
Shared Road Signage
Shared Road Signage
Shared Road Signage
Shared Road Signage
Shared Road Signage
Shared Road Signage

Truslow Rd from Berea Church Rd to Poplar Rd and from Plantation Dr to future
connector
University Blvd from Village Pkwy to Banks Ford Pkwy
Village Pkwy from Warrenton Rd to Royal Crescent Way
Walpole St from Courthouse Rd to Bruce St
Washington St from Ingleside Dr to King St
Winding Creek Rd from Courthouse Rd to Embrey Mill Rd
Banks Ford Pkwy from Geico Blvd to McWhirt Lp
Centreport Pkwy from Ramoth Church Rd to future connector road
Enon Rd/future connector rd from Truslow Rd to Centreport Pkwy
Coal Landing Rd from U.S. 1 to Government Island
Off road along Rappahannock River
Mine Rd Extended (future road) from Courthouse Rd to Centreport Pkwy
Solomon Dr/future extension from Truslow Rd to U.S. 17
Future connector road from Kellogg Mill Rd to Mine Rd Extended (future road)
Chatham Heights Rd from Kings Hwy to existing sidewalk
Chatham Bridge to Naomi Rd
Ramoth Church Rd/American Legion Rd from Centreport Pkwy to Rt1
CSX Dahlgren Spur Line Rail-with-Trail from Ferry Rd to King George County Line
Truslow Rd from U.S. 1 to Poplar Rd
Route 3 from Chatham Bridge to King George County line
Leeland Rd from Primmer House Rd to Potomac Run Rd
Courthouse Rd from Florida Rock Dr to Brooke Point High School
Courthouse Rd from Brooke Point High School to Andrew Chapel Rd
Tacketts Mill Rd from Poplar Rd to Fauquier County line
Chapel Green/Fletchers Rd from Route 218 to Route 3
Stony Hill/Hartwood Rd from Poplar Rd to Jesse Curtis Ln
Hartwood Rd from U.S. 17 to Curtis Memorial Park
U.S. 17 from Poplar Rd to Hartwood Rd
Hartwood Rd from Stony Hill Rd to Tacketts Mill Rd
Eskimo Hill Rd from Potomac Run Rd to Brooke Rd

TABLE 17: STAFFORD COUNTY CROSSING IMPROVEMENTS
Improvement

Location

Number of
Crossings

Crosswalk and Ped Signal

U.S. 17 and Celebrate Virginia Pkwy

3

Crosswalk and Ped Signal

U.S. 17 and Berea Church Rd

3

Crosswalk and Ped Signal

U.S. 17 and Village Pkwy

2

Crosswalk and Ped Signal

Walpole St and Courthouse Rd

4

Crosswalk and Ped Signal

Mine Road and Courthouse Rd (New Location)

3

Crosswalk and Ped Signal

U.S. 1 and Eskimo Hill Rd

3

Crosswalk and Ped Signal

Kings HWY and Chatham Heights Rd

4

Crosswalk and Signage

Courthouse Rd and Brooke Point High School

2

Crosswalk and Signage

Parkway Blvd and Hampton Park Rd

1

Crosswalk and Signage

Eustace Rd and Northampton Blvd

4

Crosswalk and Signage

Truslow Rd and U.S. 1

2
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Map 9, Stafford County Active Transportation Needs
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CHAPTER 5: IMPLEMENTATION
The recommendations in the 2050 Active Transportation Plan will encourage the FAMPO Region to continue to
develop with bicyclists and pedestrians in mind. Once the plan is adopted by the FAMPO board, it will be forwarded
to all appropriate state and federal agencies such as VDOT, DRPT, the Virginia Department of Conservation and
Recreation, the FHWA, and other administrative agencies. The localities of the Region will also be given copies of the
plan to inform and coordinate with their respective bicycle and pedestrian plans. Extensive public input and support
during the implementation phase is crucial to the success of this plan.
The VDOT 2021 Road Design Manual contains an appendix specifically offering guidance on the design of bicycle
and pedestrian facilities—VDOT Complete Streets. That document is included in the Appendix.

STRATEGIES
FAMPO













Incorporate recommendations into the Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) and other transportation
plans;
Review and update the plan in concert with FAMPO’s Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP);
Pursue funding through state and federal grants as well as other funding avenues;
Assist the Region’s localities in pursuing funding;
Continue involvement with the localities in their bicycle and pedestrian planning efforts;
Facilitate cooperation among localities to pursue larger regional active transportation projects (VCR Trail).
Work with local organizations to promote active transportation;
Continue regional cooperation with neighboring localities and the Commonwealth in planning and
development;
Incorporate active transportation capacity into FAMPO’s travel demand model;
Coordinate assistance from volunteers, local and regional organizations, and state and federal agencies to
complete local projects that contribute to long-distance trails (East Coast Greenway and Potomac Heritage
National Scenic Trail); and
Regularly review safety data related to improvements to evaluate their efficacy.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT








Adopt the plan and provide approved copies of resolutions to notify all necessary departments and agencies;
Amend local comprehensive plans and regulatory ordinances to incorporate the recommendations and
elements of this plan as the localities deem appropriate;
Establish a bicycle and pedestrian planner as a staff position (where appropriate);
Enforce speed limits and traffic laws regarding the interaction with bicyclists and pedestrians;
Provide annual funding in Capital Improvement Programs to construct and maintain bicycle and pedestrian
facilities;
Pursue state and federal grants to fund bicycle and pedestrian facilities
Synchronize infrastructure standards with the recommendations in this plan; ensure their consistency
regionally to encourage trail network connectivity
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FUNDING
Funding for bicycle and pedestrian projects is often pursued through discretionary and competitive grant programs.
This makes it hard to forecast the funds available for such investments. The Region has many options for funding its
needs, but implementing the full vision of the plan will require a creative approach to infrastructure funding. This
includes engagement with the private sector and aggressive pursuit of grant opportunities.
FEDERAL FUNDING
Transportation Alternatives Program (TAP)
Under the Fixing America’s Surface Transportation (FAST) Act, a percentage of highway funding is set aside for
transportation projects that fall under many programs, three of which would together cover all the Region’s needs:
Transportation Alternatives Program: A diverse category of investments that includes constructing on- and
off-road facilities for pedestrians and cyclists.
Safe Routes to School Program: Bicycle and pedestrian investments conducted within two miles of a
Kindergarten through 8th grade school.
Recreational Trails Program: Investments tied to the construction and rehabilitation of recreational trails
and trail related facilities. The Virginia Department of Conservation and Recreation is responsible for
distributing these funds. 12





The VDOT Fredericksburg District receives approximately $1 million in TAP funding annually to allocate across the
District, which includes the Northern Neck and Middle Peninsula in addition to the GW Region. The Region can
expect to receive only a share of this funding, and TAP requires a 20% local match. Nonetheless, TAP provides one
of the few predictable streams of money available to implement bicycle and pedestrian projects.
Additionally, a portion of northern Stafford County receives a sub-allocation of TAP funding because they are part of
the Washington, D.C. urbanized area.
Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement Program (CMAQ) and Regional Surface Transportation
Program (RSTP)
CMAQ and RSTP represent the two largest federal funding programs available for bicycle and pedestrian investments.
FAMPO receives a share of these funds and is responsible for allocating them to projects within the Region. These
funds are allocated to projects up to six years in advance, resulting in the need to plan ahead to take advantage of this
funding.
FAMPO has a set of scoring criteria to evaluate bicycle and pedestrian improvements, in the following areas:







12

Addressing a missing link as part of phased construction or extends an existing facility.
Providing access to transit, commercial/employment centers, and recreational facilities from residential
areas.
Eliminating barriers to major destinations.
Improving bicycle/pedestrian safety.
Serving trips to work or school.
Serving other trips such as personal business, shopping, or recreation.
Project has existing funding commitments.

Information on the Virginia Recreational Trails Program can be found at http://www.dcr.virginia.gov/recreational-planning/trailfnd
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Project readiness.

Highway Safety Improvement Program
The Highway Safety Improvement Program’s (HSIP) purpose is to make significant progress in reducing highway
fatalities and serious injuries on all public roadways. VDOT’s HSIP program includes the Bicycle and Pedestrian Safety
Program (BPSP), which addresses non-motorized crashes and risks. Applications target reductions in the number and
severity, or the risk of and exposure to crashes. The intent of the BPSP is to fund projects which address a known
safety or accommodation issue, are smaller in scale and can be implemented quickly. Virginia’s annual BPSP allocation
is approximately $5-6 million statewide.
Federal Discretionary Grants
Generally, there has been a move away from discretionary funding in recent transportation bills toward relying
extensively on formula-based programs and block grants. The most common form of federal discretionary funding
available are Better Utilizing Investment to Leverage Development (BUILD) grants. Formerly known as TIGER,
BUILD is a highly competitive grant program that supports innovative transportation projects. In the past, roughly
6% of these grants have been used to fund bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure.
STATE FUNDING
SMART SCALE is a prioritization process for distributing state transportation funds generated by HB 1887. The
competitive process scores transportation projects based on their assessed benefits. In the first two rounds of SMART
SCALE, bicycle and pedestrian projects performed well. The factors used to score projects emphasize areas like safety,
the environment, and land use, which are positively impacted by improved bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure. The
SMART SCALE process is biennial, and all FAMPO member jurisdictions, as well as FRED, FAMPO and GWRC,
are eligible to submit projects.
VDOT Revenue Sharing Program provides additional funds to construct, reconstruct, improve or maintain highways
within a county, city, town or eligible rural addition in certain counties of the Commonwealth. This program has a
dollar-for-dollar matching fund with limitations on state funds per locality. The application requires a resolution of
support by the governing body of the jurisdiction. The CTB makes the funding choice with the following criteria in
descending priority: projects that have previously received funding under the program, projects that meet a VTRANS
need or will be accelerated in a locality’s capital plan, projects that address bridge and pavement deficiencies, and
finally; all other projects. Applications are accepted biennially.
Recreational Access Program provides funding to access public recreational and/or historic sites operated either by the
Commonwealth or a locality. Funding allocated by VDOT District, VDOT Local Assistance Division (LAD), and the
Department of Conservation and Recreation (DCR) according to funding availability and scope completeness. Final
decision by CTB. Applications are accepted on a rolling basis.
Economic Development Access Program provides funding for access to new and expanding economic development sites
where at least 51 percent of the company’s revenue is generated outside the Commonwealth. Funding allocation is
determined by Virginia Economic Development Partnership (VEDP) and Virginia Department of Business Assistance
(VDBA) depending on funding availability and scope completeness. The CTB makes final decisions for this rolling
process.
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LOCAL FUNDING
Several bicycle and pedestrian projects in the Region
have been implemented with local funding. The most
common way this is done is through a locality’s
Capital Improvement Program. Transportation
service districts and impact fees are other local
funding options for bicycle and pedestrian projects.
PRIVATE FUNDING
Private funding is an important means to implement
bicycle and pedestrian recommendations. Localities
can seek developer contributions for active
transportation infrastructure as a measure to
remediate traffic impacts associated with new
construction. The Region has relied on such
Rappahannock River Heritage Trail
contributions to fund bicycle and pedestrian
investments in the past. When new subdivisions and developments are being planned, local jurisdictions can work
with developers to ensure adequate bicycle/pedestrian infrastructure is in place, including external connections to
adjacent roads and neighborhoods. Other private sector funding sources include, but are not limited to: community
groups, corporations/businesses, neighborhood associations, individual donations, local service organizations and
non-profit organizations.

FISCALLY CONSTRAINED ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION PROJECTS
The fiscally constrained bicycle and pedestrian projects list serves as a blueprint for improvements over the next 28
years. It addresses the federal requirement that the urbanized area list projects under fiscal constraint with funding
sources identified. The follow list of bicycle and pedestrian projects is a component of FAMPO’s 2050 Constrained
Long Range Plan, which includes all modes of transportation.
Sufficient funds are not available to meet all the Region’s needs. Therefore, staff prioritized projects based on the
newly-approved Long-Range Transportation Plan Project Prioritization Methodology. The methodology can be found
in Appendix D.
The projects listed in the following pages represent the most critical active transportation needs of the FAMPO Region
based on analysis. A more detailed list can be found in Chapter Seven of the Long-Range Transportation Plan, where
Active Transportation projects have been included with Highway and Transit projects in the Constrained Long-Range
Plan (CLRP). Map 7.1 in section 7.2 of the LRTP is a visual representation of the constrained active transportation
projects for the FAMPO Region.
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TABLE 20: FISCALLY CONSTRAINED ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION PROJECTS

FAMPO 2050 Fiscally Constrained Active Transportation Project List
Boundaries

Improvements
Description

Jurisdiction

Project

MultiJurisdictional

Bike Share Plan Capital
Costs

Implement bike share program in
Fredericksburg area

MultiJurisdictional

Regional Greenway
Improvements

Implement greenway improvements
throughout the FAMPO region

Stafford County

Belmont-Ferry Farm Trail

Existing terminus of
Belmont-Ferry Farm
Trail Rd

Ferry Farm

Construct shared-use path

Stafford County

Onville Road Sidewalk
Project

0.198 MI South of
Evans Lane

0.043 MI North of
Evans Lane

Construct Sidewalk

Stafford County

Upgrades on Leeland Road

Deacon Rd

1.03 mi north of
Deacon Rd

Construct new bike lanes

Stafford County

Stafford Sidewalk Manning Rd and Lichfield
Blvd

Litchfield: Plantation
Dr
Manning: Forbes St

Litchfield:
Harrogate Rd
Manning: James
Madison Dr

Construct sidewalk adjacent to
Manning Dr

Stafford County

Flatford Road Sidewalks

Parkway Blvd

Winding Creek Rd

Construct sidewalk adjacent to
Flatford Rd

Stafford County

Deacon Road Sidewalks

VDOT District Office

Leeland Rd

Construct sidewalk adjacent to
Deacon Rd

Stafford County

Belmont-Ferry Farm Trail
Phase VI

River Rd

Ferry Farm

Stafford County

Butler Road Sidewalks

Carter St

St. Clair Brooks
Park

Stafford County

Crossing Improvements at
Kings HWY
& Cool Springs Road/Jett
Drive

Stafford County

Warrenton Road (US 17
Bus.) Sidewalks

I-95

US-1

Construct sidewalk adjacent to
Warrenton Rd

Stafford County

Staffordboro Boulevard
Sidewalk

VDOT Commuter
Lot

Pike's Place

Construct sidewalk

Stafford County

Salisbury Drive Sidewalk

Garrisonville Rd

Mine Rd
Commuter Lot

Construct 900 ft long sidewalk

Stafford County

Foreston Woods Drive
Sidewalk

City of
Fredericksburg
City of
Fredericksburg
City of
Fredericksburg

Fall Hill Ave - Riverside
Manor Connector
- Sidewalks
#HB2 FY17 - Virginia
Central Railway Trail
Bridge
Twin
Lake/Kensington/Ped
Counter

From

To

Construct sidewalk adjacent to Butler
Rd
Construct 3 crosswalks and install
pedestrian signal

Construct 500 ft long 5 ft wide
sidewalk along north
side of Foreston Woods
Carl D. Silver Pkwy

Fall Hill Ave/
Vidalia St

Construct bike/ped bridge over
Hazel Run

VCR Trail
St Paul St
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Riverside Manor Connector Sidewalks

Twin Lake Dr

Construct shared-use path

City of
Fredericksburg

Downtown Fredericksburg
Pedestrian Improvements

City of
Fredericksburg

#SMART22 - Idlewild
Blvd/VCR Trail
Connector

Kings Mill Dr

Idlewild Blvd

City of
Fredericksburg

Riverfront Corridor
Connector

Rappahannock River
Heritage Trail

Lafayette Blvd

City of
Fredericksburg

VCR Trail Bridge over
Blue & Gray Parkway

Street light upgrades, sidewalk
reconstruction, crosswalk upgrades
and market square alley
Improvements
Asphalt surfaced multi-use trail west
side of U.S. U.S. 1, with bridge over
Hazel Run
Construct bike lanes along Sophia St
and Pitt St from Lafayette Blvd to
Caroline St, construct cycle track
along Caroline St from Pitt St to
RRHT, and improve intersection at
Sophia and William
Construct bike/ped bridge over Blue
& Gray Pkwy near VCR Trail
Construct cycle track between
Lafayette Blvd and William St,
Sharrows between William St and
Grove Ave, and shared-use path
between Grove Ave and Canal Path
Utilize traffic calming techniques to
create bike boulevard from FRED
Central to Sophia St

City of
Fredericksburg

Kenmore Ave Bike
Improvements

Lafayette Blvd

Rappahannock
Canal Path

City of
Fredericksburg

East-West Bike Boulevard

Rowe St/
Stafford Ave

Sophia St

City of
Fredericksburg

Idlewild Shared-Use Path

Idlewild
Neighborhood

VCR Trail

Construct paved (natural surface)
shared-use path connecting Idlewild
to VCR Trail - near Blue Trail

City of
Fredericksburg

Hospital Drive Shared-Use
Path

Cowan Blvd

Rappahannock
Canal Path

Construct shared-use path adjacent to
Hospital Dr

City of
Fredericksburg

VCR Trail Bridge over U.S.
1 Bypass

VCR east of US-1

VCR west of US-1

Construct bike/ped bridge over U.S.
1 Bypass near VCR Trail

City of
Fredericksburg

Bankside Trail

Frederick St

Lewis St/Sophia
St

Off-street multi-use trail

City of
Fredericksburg

Lafayette Trail System
Connector

Princess Anne Street

Sophia St

Provide a bike/ped connection along
Lafayette; connect the VCR Trail,
trails planned with Kenmore/Charles
Street roundabouts, and the
Riverfront Corridor
Connector/Bankside Trail

Spotsylvania
County

Spotswood Furnace Rd
Sidewalk

Riverbend High
School

Route 3

Construct sidewalk along Spotswood
Furnace Rd

Spotsylvania
County

Spotswood Furnace Rd
Sidewalks

Route 3

Spotswood
Furnace Rd

Construct sidewalks

Spotsylvania
County
Spotsylvania
County

Spotsylvania Courthouse
Village Streetscape
- Phase II
Signalized Crosswalks at
Route 1 between
Mills Dr and Route 17

Construct sidewalks and other ped
infrastructure
Mills Dr

US-17

Pedestrian improvements on Rt 1
from Mills Dr to Route 17

Spotsylvania
County

Leavells Road Pedestrian
Improvements

Harrison Rd

Cedarbrook Rd

Pedestrian improvements from
Harrison Rd to Cedarbrook Rd

Spotsylvania
County

Harrison Road Pedestrian
Improvements

Gordon Rd

Leavells Rd

Construct a shared-use path from
VCR Trail to intersection. Install 3
crosswalks and a pedestrian signal
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Spotsylvania
County

US 1 and Spotsylvania
Parkway Intersection
Improvements

Construct shared-use path along
Spotsylvania Pkwy, repaint 5
crosswalks and install pedestrian
signal

Spotsylvania
County

Salem Church Road
Shared-use Path and
Sidewalk

Construct shared-use path and
sidewalk along Salem Church Rd
Install 3 crosswalks and pedestrian
signal at Rt. 3 and Salem Church Rd

Spotsylvania
County

Harrison Rd and Leavells
Rd/Salem Church Rd
Intersection Improvements

Spotsylvania
County

Smith Station Road
Shared-Use Path

Spotsylvania
County

Smith Station Road
Sidewalk

Spotsylvania
County

Rt 208 Courthouse RdEast Side SidewalksLeavells Rd to Four Mile
Fork (Rnd 4 Smart scale
sidewalks)

Spotsylvania
County

Plank Road Infill Sidewalks

Route 3

Harrison Rd

Install 3 crosswalks and pedestrian
signals. Construct shared-use path to
VCR Trail
1,000 ft west of
Leavells Rd

Construct shared-use path and
repaint crosswalks at Smith Station
Rd and Spotsylvania Pkwy

Existing Sidewalk

Construct sidewalk along Smith
Station Rd from existing sidewalk
south of Spotsylvania Pkwy to
Spotsylvania Pkwy

Four Mile Fork

Leavells Rd

Sidewalk on E side of Breezewood to
Four Mile Fork with intersection
improvements; sidewalk on W side
from Leavells to Four Mile Fork

City of Fredericksburg
Line

Chewning Ln

Sidewalk infill

Route 3

Harrison Rd
(east)/
VCR at Salem
Church (west)

Construct infill sidewalks along E
side of Salem Church Rd and
construct shared use path along W
side of Salem Church Rd
Phase 1 of path accomplished via
prior project
Construct, infill missing sidewalks
along the E side of Rte 1 corridor
from the City of Fredericksburg line
southward to Market Street.

Leavells Rd

Spotsylvania Pkwy

Spotsylvania
County

Salem Church Road

Spotsylvania
County

East Side Route 1 Corridor
Sidewalks- City of
Fredericksburg Line to
Market Street

Market Street

City of
Fredericksburg
Line

Spotsylvania
County

West Side Route 1Harrison Road to Market
Street

Market Street
Intersection

Harrison Rd

Construct, infill sidewalk
infrastructure along the
W side of the Rte 1 corridor

Spotsylvania
County

Mills Drive Shared Use
Path

New Post

East side of I-95
Bridge

Extend shared use path started with
I-95 bridge replacement
project to Rt 2/17 at New Post.

Spotsylvania
County

Lafayette Blvd East Side
Sidewalks

Sheetz Sidewalk south
of Alliance Way

South of Harrison
Rd to connect w/
Spotswood Baptist
sidewalks

Installation of new sidewalk
infrastructure to close a gap
along the E side of the Lafayette Blvd
corridor

Spotsylvania
County

Lafayette Blvd West Side
SidewalksHudgins Rd to Lassen
Lane

Lassen Ln

Hudgins Rd

Sidewalk infill
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Gordon Rd/
Harrison Rd
Intersection

Current VCR Trail
Terminus at
Gordon Rd

Extend current termination point of
VCR Trail
to Gordon Rd & Harrison Road
Intersection

Harrison Rd

City of
Fredericksburg
Line

Construct new shared use path
southward along the west side of the
US 1 corridor from Fredericksburg
CL to Harrison Rd

Lafayette Blvd Shared Use
Path
from City Line to Hudgins
Rd

Hudgins Rd

City of
Fredericksburg
Line

Construct a shared use path along the
W side of Lafayette Blvd extending
from the Fredericksburg CL to
Hudgins Rd

Spotsylvania
County

Harrison Rd - Lafayette
Blvd to Rt 1 Sidewalks

US-1

Lafayette Blvd

Sidewalks on both sides of Harrison
Rd from Lafayette Blvd to Rt 1

Spotsylvania
County

VCR Trail Westward
Expansion along
Harrison and Old Plank
Rd

Gordon Rd

Extend the VCR Shared Use Path
west from the Gordon Rd &
Harrison Rd intersection along the
south side of Harrison Rd and Old
Plank Rd to Catharpin Rd.

Spotsylvania
County

East Coast Greenway Massaponax Church East
Side

US-1

Mills Dr

Establish an East Coast Greenwayaligned shared use path along the east
side of Massaponax Creek Road
extending from Mills Drive to US 1

Spotsylvania
County

Massaponax Creek
Greenway Connector - Rt
208 Courthouse Rd from
Leavells Rd to
Breckenridge Dr

Breckenridge Dr
Trailhead

Leavells Rd

Shared Use Path along west side of
Rt 208 (Courthouse Rd),
connecting to the Massaponax Creek
Greenway trailhead
parking area and Phase 1 trail.

Spotsylvania
County

Hood Drive Sidewalks

Route 208

US-1

New sidewalks along both sides of
Hood Drive from Rt 1 to Rt 208.

Spotsylvania
County

Hudgins Road Sidewalk
and Shared Use Path
(Lafayette to Rt 1
Connector)

US-1

Lafayette Blvd

Construct sidewalk and shared use
path along sides of Hudgins Rd from
Lafayette Blvd to Route 1.

Spotsylvania
County

Ni River Trail Shared Use
Path - Rt 1 to Massaponax
Church Rd via Guinea
Station Rd Extended
Route

Patriot
Park/Massaponax
Church Rd

US-1

Construct a shared use path
connecting Rte 1 Corridor at
Massaponax Church Rd via future
Guinea Station Rd Extension

Spotsylvania
County

East Coast Greenway
Spotsylvania
North II - Benchmark
Road

US-17

Tidewater Trail/
US-17 Bus./Route
2

Establish shared use path along
Benchmark Rd as part of the East
Coast Greenway

Spotsylvania
County

Deep Run Spur Trail Phase
I from East Coast
Greenway to Main Street

Main Street

Tidewater Trail/
US-17 Bus./Route
2

New shared use path along
Lansdowne Rd extension to Main
Street in the Bowman Center

Spotsylvania
County

Harrison Road South Side
Sidewalks

Leavells Rd

US-1

New sidewalk along the south side of
Harrison Rd

Spotsylvania
County

VCR Trail Westward
Expansion - Gordon Rd

Spotsylvania
County

VCR Auxiliary Trail Route 1 Corridor

Spotsylvania
County

Catharpin Rd
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Spotsylvania
County

VCR Trail from Wawa
Proffer to Harrison Village
Proffer (Gap Closure)

Wawa proffered
shared use path (north
side)

Harrison Vil. SUP
proffer (east of
Twin Springs
Subdivision)

Fill shared use path gap between
proffered
developments for VCR Trial

Spotsylvania
County

Harrison Road North Side
Rt 1 to east of I95 BridgeVCR Auxiliary Trail Route

Harrison Village
Proffered Shared Use
Path

US-1

Extend shared use path along north
side of Harrison Rd connecting with
Harrison Village proffered path

Mudd Tavern Rd
(Thornburg)

Massaponax
Church Rd

New sidewalks and shared use paths
extending south along Route 1

Harrison Rd
Elementary School

Piedmont Drive

Extend sidewalk along the
westbound travel lane

Spotsylvania
County
Spotsylvania
County

Route 1 Corridor
Sidewalks and Shared Use
Path - Massaponax Church
Rd to Thornburg
Chancellor Park Drive
Sidewalk

Rappahannock River Heritage Trail
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MAINTENANCE
Once improvements are constructed, the facilities must be managed and maintained. VDOT is ultimately responsible
for any bicycle and/or pedestrian facility located in VDOT ROW. Other facilities are the responsibility of the locality.
Within the locality, tasks can be delegated to the Public Works Department, Parks and Recreation Department or
other departments/agencies the locality sees fit. Volunteers are also viable resources to perform tasks such as brush
and snow removal, cleaning, painting, etc.
Each locality will need to examine their internal staff capabilities and potential for volunteer help, as well as evaluate
what agencies are available for assistance. Then, the locality can begin to define maintenance programs and obligate
tasks to their available resources. It also may be beneficial for each locality to develop an advisory committee made
up of staff from the Planning, Parks and Recreation, Police, and Tourism/Economic Development departments, as
well as citizens, advocacy groups and regional agencies that will coordinate these efforts and oversee the bicycle and
pedestrian network.
Maintenance obligations will differ between facility types, but all bicycle and pedestrian facilities will require
maintenance at some point during their lifetime. Please refer to Table 21 for a listing of the types of maintenance to
be undertaken and suggestions as to who might be responsible.

TABLE 21: TRAIL MAINTENANCE RESPONSIBILITIES

Frequency

Type of Maintenance

Responsible Entity

As Needed

Trash removal
Brush cleaning
Map/signage updates
Replacement/repair of support infrastructure
Surface patching

Volunteers
Parks and Recreation/Public Works Departments
VDOT (for on-road facilities)

Seasonally

Snow removal
Planting
Cleaning of Culverts

Volunteers
Parks and Recreation/Public Works Departments
VDOT (for on-road facilities)

Annually

Evaluate the surface conditions

Parks and Recreation/Public Works Departments
VDOT (for on-road facilities)

Every 5 Years

Repair of support infrastructure and signage

Volunteers
Parks and Recreation/Public Works Departments

Every 10 Years

Resurface facility
Restripe facility

Public Works Department
VDOT (for on-road facilities)

Every 20 Years

Facility reconstruction

Public Works Department
VDOT (for on-road facilities)
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ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION, NOT JUST RECREATION
Four goals were stated at the beginning of this document:


Ensure that the Region’s active transportation network is as accessible as possible for everyone,
including users in traditionally underserved communities and those with mobility challenges.



Develop a complete network of walking and bicycling facilities throughout the FAMPO Region with
connections to facilities outside of it.



Take an active leadership role in Active Transportation Planning in the region.



Integrate the implementation, design, finance and construction of recommended facilities into the
FAMPO planning process, as appropriate.

Overall, active transportation planning in the FAMPO region is moving in the right direction; but building a
community where people can get to daily destinations safely without a car will take time and the continued effort of
active transportation advocates, planners, and the public working together.
The planned projects, information and analysis herein attempts to support these goals and to help normalize the
overarching concept that walking and biking are not merely recreational activities; they are transportation. One more
choice in a suite of modal choices including trains, carpools, e-scooters, and yes, the single-occupancy vehicle. Not
alternative transportation: Active Transportation. This is a paradigm shift in the way we view mobility and
consequentially, the way we build streets. Streets that move people, not just vehicles. Streets that are places to be; not
just speed through. Streets along which people live, work, and play.
Our streets and roadways are our greatest public spaces and we must begin to treat them that way. The health and
vitality of our communities depends on it.

Fredericksburg Canal Path
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George Washington Regional Commission

Greenway Feasibility Study and Plan
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GEORGE WASHINGTON REGIONAL COMMISSION
GREENWAY FEASIBILITY STUDY & PLAN
October 2021

A future section of the VCR Trail in Fredericksburg

This work was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of
Forestry, a component of the United States Forest Service.
Work performed by:
Kari Barber, GWRC/FAMPO
GWRC/FAMPO Staff
The Berkley Group
The George Group
The Greenway Feasibility Study Working Group
The FAMPO Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee
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Introduction
The Region
The George Washington Region (GWRC) comprises 1,429 square miles. It is a place of
welcoming natural beauty. From the rolling Piedmont hills in the west, cloaked in oak,
hickory, and maple, to the gentle stands of predominantly pine in the eastern coastal plain,
the region is twined together by that silver-brown thread, the Rappahannock River.
Designated a State Scenic River, it has one of the longest stretches of undeveloped
shoreline on the East Coast. Historic battlefield preservation and a still- active agricultural
community have kept a significant portion of land in an open green space state, lending to
the overall rural flavor to much of the region, especially the southern portion.
The rural character of the region, however, is changing. GWRC is also home to nearly
400,000 people over the four counties of Caroline, King George, Spotsylvania, Stafford, and
the City of Fredericksburg. Much of this population is dispersed at a low density, putting
pressure on infrastructure systems and threatening the region’s unique natural and cultural
landscapes.
Green Spaces
Thanks to a tumultuous cultural history more than the average number of National Parks dot
the landscape across the region, offering miles of walking trails and a chance to commune
with fields and forests. Spotsylvania hosts most of these, including the Wilderness
Battlefield, the Chancellorsville Battlefield, the Spotsylvania Battlefield, and part of the
Fredericksburg Battlefield. The city of Fredericksburg holds the Chatham Estate and grounds
and the rest of the Fredericksburg Battlefield, with the Sunken Road trail.
Along with these, three state parks, Lake Anna State Park in the far south, Caledon in the
east, and the new Widewater State Park in the far north, also offer a chance to hit the trail.
Beyond these state and federal parks, nature preserves, local parks, and wildlife
management areas are part of what makes our region special:

Crow’s Nest Natural Area Preserve

Oakley Farm Wildlife Management Area

Dahlgren Railroad Heritage Trail

Land’s End Wildlife Management Area

Motts Run Reservoir Recreation Area

Ni River Trail

Mattaponi Wildlife Management area

Pettigrew Wildlife Management area

Government Island

Alexander Berger Memorial Sanctuary

Stafford Civil War Park

Curtis Lake Park

Loriella Park

Alum Springs Park

Virginia Central Railway Trail in Spotsylvania County

This is not meant to be an exhaustive list. It is just meant to show that there are many green spaces
in our region with opportunities for trail use and natural connection. The problem is, they are
geographically quite separated.

Major Trails
While many nature trails on federal and state lands are unpaved, local and regional planning entities
must comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) accessibility standards as well as making
trails resilient to weather and welcoming to all users. Thus, paved trails are the standard wherever
feasible.
Virginia Central Railway Trail

The Virginia Central Railway (VCR) is an abandoned railway line that was chartered in 1836
and connected the City of Fredericksburg with the Town of Orange. Much of the original
corridor is still intact and is being developed as a trail; however, some sections have been
lost to development and will need to be bypassed. The railway bed has historical significance
related to Civil War battles that took place in Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania County.
When completed, the trail is planned to act as a trunk line connecting various regional trails
within Spotsylvania County and the greater GW Region. The proposed trail will be roughly 17
miles long. There are two existing segments of the VCR Trail: one in eastern Spotsylvania

Tidewater Trail will run past historic Slaughter Pen Farm

County between Gordon Road and Salem
Church Road, and one in Fredericksburg
between the Idlewild neighborhood and
Essex Street. In 2012, Spotsylvania County
was awarded Virginia Land Conservation
Foundation funding to secure an
additional two miles of right-of-way
within a recreational trail easement for
future westward expansion of the VCR
Trail. The segment runs between Brock
Road and Jackson Trail East.
In 2019 FAMPO staff facilitated meetings
between Spotsylvania and
Fredericksburg to begin working toward
finding routes to connect the two
segments of the VCR Trail in their
respective jurisdictions. After agreeing on
the most feasible routes for connection,
the counties have begun developing and
submitting projects for funding in order
to create one connected VCR Trail joining
Spotsylvania and Fredericksburg. The
biggest obstacle to joining the two
sections is I-95.

Belmont-Ferry Farm Trail
The paved shared-use path, Belmont-Ferry Farm Trail, in Southern Stafford County starts at
historic Belmont, the home of American artist Gari Melchers, and winds along the
Rappahannock River roughly two miles through three public parks: the Historic Part of
Falmouth, St. Clair Brooks Park, and John Lee Pratt Park, passing near the Chatham Manor, a
Georgian mansion which is today the headquarters for the Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania
National Military Park Unit of the National Park Service. The trail continues to the Chatham
Bridge, where a shared-use path leads into downtown Fredericksburg, or straight across
King’s Highway with plans to extend further east through Stafford County and potentially
into King George with some regional planning help.
Rappahannock River Heritage Trail/ Fredericksburg Canal Path
The Rappahannock River Heritage Trail follows the river for 1.6 miles in downtown
Fredericksburg, offering splendid views and several chances at water access. It connects to
the 1.8-mile canal path, making a loop just over 3 miles long. Highlights are waterfowl, turtle,
and fox spotting, all while being close to the amenities of the historic downtown area.

Existing trails in the GWRC Region

Dahlgren Railroad Heritage Trail
Like the VCR Trail, the Dahlgren Railroad Heritage Trail (DRHT) follows an abandoned rail
line. The 15.7-mile unpaved trail stretches west to east across King George County just south
of Caledon State Park. It is privately owned and can be accessed with a permit. It is
supported by the Friends of the DRHT, who host fun runs and other activities. Volunteers are
currently working to improve trail conditions and construct parking areas.

These highlighted trails are only the largest trails in our region. As shown on Map 1, “Existing
GW Region Trails,” there are a number of existing paved and natural surface trails
throughout the region. This map was the first work product made possible by this grant. The
preliminary version, showing the trails GWRC staff were aware of, accompanied our grant
proposal. But up until now, no complete inventory of nature trails had been compiled for the
entire region. Localities had their own inventory of trails that they were responsible for
maintaining; state and federal agencies had theirs, but no one had a database of all trails in
one place. Many had fallen through the cracks and were unknown. GWRC wanted to catalog
all existing trails and begin a collaborative, region-wide approach to trail planning.

The Grant
The Planning District Commission applied
for the Department of Forestry Grant in
August of 2020 with a proposal to study
the feasibility of planning a regional
greenway.
The proposal included a plan to create a
working group of key stakeholders drawn
from planners, bike and pedestrian
advocates, environmental and forestry
experts, and community leaders lead by
GWRC staff. This group would meet three
times during the study and carry out the
core of the study effort. A professional
facilitator would ensure that the group’s
efforts went smoothly.
A database of existing and planned trails
would be presented through GIS-based
maps and other materials to help the
working group authenticate the database
The Stafford Civil War Connection will make use of an
existing utility easement
of existing trails and visualize potential
greenway connections. After developing
their vision, goals and objectives, the working group would use best practices to develop a
prioritization methodology to guide trail connection decisions.
Using the prioritization methodology as a guide, the working group would then create, as a
region, a list of prioritized connections for future funding opportunities.
Engaging, informing, and listening to the larger community was to be an integral part of the
study. Along with regular outreach via the Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee and
the Citizens Transportation Advisory Committee, a survey would be conducted allowing the
community to weigh in on the trails and potential connections most important to them.
Once the study is completed, it would be presented to the localities for buy-in to move the
Greenway concept forward.
In order to best fund trail connections going forward, new funding sources were to be
explored alongside the use of more familiar resources such as SMART SCALE and
Transportation Alternatives.
The grant was awarded in August of 2020.

The Bankside Trail will create a path along the Rappahannock River connecting much of downtown Fredericksburg

First Steps
Trail Database
Staff set to work throughout September and October 2020 reaching out to localities, state
and federal partners and trail and conservation organizations to compile a working database
of existing trails, parks, and conservation lands. Locality staff from all five jurisdictions
participated in assisting with information and data sharing. Throughout November and
December, maps of each area’s existing trail inventory were given to localities for review
and confirmation. Once these were confirmed, staff grouped existing trails into “trail
clusters” to help visualize potential connections.
Building a Working Group
Working alongside the staff lead would be the core working group. Realistically, a group
that was used to working together would be a good nexus for an expanded collection of
stakeholders. The most logical place to start the working group was the Bicycle and
Pedestrian Advisory Committee (BPAC) and build from there. A curated group of locality
planners, bicycle, pedestrian, disability, and trail advocates, as well as state and federal

partners and interested private citizens, the BPAC proved the core stakeholder group for
this study.
FAMPO BPAC:
Brian Geouge

Stafford County

Jacob Pastwik

Spotsylvania County

Craig Pennington

Caroline County

Jamie Jackson

City of Fredericksburg

Chris Clarke

King George County

Linda LaSut

Virginia Department of Transportation

Stan Huie

Spotsylvania Greenways Initiative and Virginia
BicyclingFederation

Jim Lynch

Potomac Heritage Trail Association & Friends of the
DahlgrenRailroad Heritage Trail

Joy Himes

Potomac and Rappahannock Transportation Commission

Rob Maple

Fredericksburg Trails Alliance

Kirsten Talken-Spaulding
John Summer

Nat’l Park Service
Fredericksburg Cyclists Club

Debe Fults

disability Resource Center

Leigh Anderson

GWRideConnect

Adam Lynch

Friends of the Rappahannock

Yamina Jordan

Stafford County (Alternate)

Staff did not stop with BPAC, however, but reached out further. Here is the list of invited
stakeholders who responded (many more were invited). All of them did not come to every
meeting, but all had some level of engagement with the study:
Jennifer Wampler

Department of Conservation and Recreation

Marne Sherman

City of Fredericksburg

Anne Little

Tree Fredericksburg

Brandon Brown

Stafford County

Jeff Harvey

Stafford County

Chuck Johnston

City of Fredericksburg

Mikel Manchester

Virginia Tech Co-op Extension

Sarah Sanford

East Coast Greenway Alliance

Nick Minor

King George County

Chris Miller

County Administrator, King George County

Paul Agnello

Spotsylvania County

Erik Nelson

City of Fredericksburg (Retired)

Mike Craig

City of Fredericksburg

Meetings
The First Meeting
Working through the winter to confirm existing and planned trails, the study was set back
somewhat due to personnel changes. Come spring, however, staff prepared to conduct the
first meeting. Covid meant it would be held virtually. Kimberly Young of the George Group
facilitated. Denise Nelson from the Berkley group provided support, holding weekly
organizational check-ins and participating with stakeholders. GWRC planner Matthew
Lehane ran the Webex meeting room. Project lead Kari Barber hosted the meeting,
reviewing the grant, introducing the study, and explaining the evening’s objectives, handing
off to facilitator Kimberly Young when appropriate. Together they walked a total of 18
participants through developing a vision for a regional Greenway and began to brainstorm
potential prioritization guidelines for choosing connections during the course of an hour and
a half session with breakout groups. Groups contained a mix of planners, private citizens,
and advocates. (Meeting 1 slides are in the appendix).

Slide from Meeting 1

A path routed along Washington street will connect Stafford trails with Fredericksburg via the Belmont/Ferry Farm Trail
over the Chatham Bridge

Meeting 1 Outcomes

Stakeholders were asked to choose between three high level visions for the regional
Greenway:
o Spurs off of the East Coast Greenway (local branch trails connected by the
national trail)
o Local Trail Networks (dense clusters that would eventually connect)
o Regional Trail Framework (one large, lower-density “skeleton network” that
would be fleshed out over time)
Participants chose the third option, deciding to “go big,” and build the regional framework.
This option requires the most regional cooperation, but is also potentially the most likely to
excite the community and encourage buy-in. Local trail plans could be incorporated into one
big plan, while a big-picture perspective could allow localities to see connections that
heretofore had been hidden. In breakout groups, participants began to discuss what was
most important in sighting trail connections. Factors such as feasibility, environmental justice,

natural and cultural resources access-- as well as the basic question
of who the trails are for-- were highlighted discussion points. Staff
agreed to compile their agreed-upon factors into a draft
prioritization methodology before the second meeting.
The Second Meeting
May 19, 2021, 19 working group and staff gathered online for the
second meeting of the George Washington Regional Greenway
Feasibility Study. The purpose of this meeting was to finalize the
prioritization methodology began at the first meeting and
subsequently sent out to stakeholders via email for review. Again,
the staff lead and the facilitator, assisted by other project staff, took participants into
breakout rooms. Here they worked through seven prioritization criteria- feasibility,
connectivity, equity, density, safety, regionality, and support- to define how each should
affect the choice of sighting a new trail connection.
Meeting 2 Outcomes

Stakeholders made changes to the draft methodology and, over the course of a lively
discussion, came up with a set of guidelines they were prepared to use for trail connections
going forward. In order to facilitate using the equity and population density factors

Slide from Meeting 2

(described in the matrix below), staff agreed to prepare maps of environmental
justice/underserved groups in the region, as well as population by block group to compare
to trailhead sites for potential connections. The finalized methodology is displayed below
and in the appendix.

The Third Meeting
The third and final meeting was held Thursday, June 24th, virtually via Webex. Some
scheduling conflicts made attendance somewhat smaller than the last two meetings, but the
core working group was present, and prior discussions at BPAC meeting had done
preliminary work to compile the draft trail list.

Twelve attendees reviewed the work accomplished so far during the study and applied the
prioritization guidelines to come up with roughly 15 trail connections in order to begin to
build a cohesive greenway. The group was encouraged to choose 2 to 3 connections from
each locality.
Meeting 3 Outcomes

The working group saw the outcome of this study as a first step in the regional greenway
process. Planning and codifying a regional trail framework across the jurisdictions with a set
of trail linkages was the beginning of growing a greenway; more trails would be added over
time.
The actual number of connections per locality for this first phase varied due to geographic
limitations. Having committed as a group to one regional framework, stakeholders agreed
that the network connections most importantly needed to link to one another. They chose a
list of connections and went beyond that “first tier” to create a mapped network of trails
that would provide the basis of a regional greenway to be built over time.

The Network (Tier 1)
From North to South, starting in Stafford County. These are indicated in red in the map
below:
Government Island Connection
A 0.8-mile path connecting Government Island Park with Wayside Park in North
Stafford- Government Island is rich in natural and cultural character, having served as
the source of stone for D.C. monuments and now being home to a diversity of
wildlife; Wayside Park is a forested area otherwise unreachable by pedestrians. Both
are pockets of relatively wild land in an otherwise developed area.
Stafford Civil War Park Connection
A 1 1/3 -mile path connecting Stafford Hospital and Stafford High School with Stafford
Civil War Park along a utility easement. Such easements are becoming recognized as
economical places to site trails, being already cleared and having greater freedom of
right-of-way (ROW) use. The Civil War Park is one of the county’s newest parks.
Truslow Road Path/Power Line Path
A roughly 3-mile path that runs along Truslow road in Southern Stafford County from
the proposed Musselman Park to join a trail running southward along a forested
utility easement.
Warrenton Road (US 17)/ Washington Street Connection

Although a path along a busy roadway is not preferred, it was considered the only
feasible connection to the next section. A ½ mile path along U.S. 17 connects to a
jaunt down quiet, residential Washington Street, passing Belmont, whose winding
field and forest trails are open to the public, and joins the existing Belmont-Ferry
Farm Trail.
King George County
Caledon State Park Connector
This ½ mile trail provides safe access to Caledon State Park, with its trails and
camping amenities, from the 16-mile Dahlgren Railroad Heritage Trail (DRHT).
Barnesfield Park Connector
This 1 ¾ mile trail connects the end of the DRHT with newly-acquired land expanding
Barnesfield Park, a county park on which King George plans to develop an extensive
trail system.
Fredericksburg City
Bankside Trail
This path will be built in stages, but the first will pass along the Rappahannock River
from the Central Rappahannock Regional Library, under the new shared-use path at
the Chatham Bridge with a bicycle and pedestrian connection, and continue on to the
newly- opened Riverfront Park. Via its connection with the Chatham Bridge, it will link
to the Belmont-Ferry Farm Trail and on to Stafford’s Trail system.
Sophia Street/Lafayette Connector
This is a short connection to link the existing VCR Trail with the Bankside Trail and
thus the rest of the system.
Dixon Park Connector
This is ½ mile path and bicycle boulevard along a very low volume residential street
from Dixon Park to the Bankside Trail.
VCR Trail Connector to Spotsylvania County
A very short but very important connection, this is a tunnel under I-95 in a wooded
area that would allow the Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania portions of the VCR Trail
to connect.
Spotsylvania County

Perhaps the biggest hurdle to intraregional connectivity is crossing I-95 safely. Replacing this culvert with a bike/ped tunnel
to connect the Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania portions of the VCR Trail will be a major component in the Greenway’s
ultimate success.

Tidewater Trail
A 2-mile path connecting to the City of Fredericksburg’s trail system and an off-road
route for the East Coast Greenway, this path runs alongside Route 2, Tidewater Trail,
joining with another planned East Coast Greenway section at Benchmark Road.
VCR Trail Railbed Extension
A 2-mile path through woods and fields along the abandoned VCR railbed, this trail
would help connect the VCR Trail in Spotsylvania with Fredericksburg’s system. This is
the preferred route for this historic trail, but it is more difficult to build.
VCR trail roadside extension (Harrison Road path):
This is a path alongside Harrison Road that allows the VCR Trail to connect even if the
preferred route is not feasible.

Segments in Southern Spotsylvania focus on building the East Coast Greenway and
attempting to connect with Caroline County:
Benchmark Road East Coast Greenway Path (Tier 2) (3 mi)
Mills Drive East Coast Greenway Path (Tier 2) (1.1 mi)
Guinea Station East Coast Greenway Path (1.2m)
U.S. 1 East Coast Greenway Route (4 mi)
Morris Road to Caroline East Coast Greenway Connector (1.2 mi)
Caroline County
At the time of the stakeholder meetings, there were no potential paths in Caroline County to
consider, however, the County remains a Greenway partner and as it expands its trail
infrastructure over time connections to the wider network will become feasible, especially in
the Ladysmith area where the East Coast Greenway routes through Caroline County. By the
time the study was wrapping up, the concurrent Ladysmith Small Area Bike and Pedestrian
Plan had helped to identify active transportation routes through the Ladysmith Area,
including a potential reroute of the East Coast Greenway. These are shown in the map below
along with the Tier 1 connections (the list that the group came up with as priority
connections) and Tier 2 (longer term connections or connections that are important to the
network but are not part of the initial list). Spotsylvania and Caroline have committed to
working together to route a connection for their greenway sections.

Tier 2 Connections

Coal Landing Road Connector will link Government Island Park
with Wayside Park; currently inaccessible by pedestrians.

Tier 2 routes are more for general
planning purposes. Seen as longer-term
connections to help create a more
comprehensive greenway network over
time, their location is more general and
reflect a need for connection in the
network that will come as the
opportunity arises, but they should not
be seen as accurately reflecting
locations on the ground. They are
indicated in yellow in the map below.

The draft regional Greenway Network

Public Outreach
While this study has been public from the beginning through the efforts of BPAC and the
Citizens Transportation Advisory Committee, public outreach became more formal once the
working group had maps of trails to share with interested residents of the community. The
consultant, Berkley Group, designed a survey to determine what elements of the
prioritization matrix the general populace deemed important and to garner additional input.
The survey design drew from interviews with transportation survey experts, case studies of
other regional and national transportation surveys, state and federal survey guidelines, and
academic research. The survey went live on August 30th and ran for nearly a month with
frequent nudges to participate. In all, 184 people participated, 147 of whom completed the
survey, and 140 of those said they actually use trails within the region. (For a complete
summary of the survey results and to see certain breakdowns, see the Appendix).
The questions fell into four broad categories:
1. Demographics
2. How and how often trails are used
3. Questions about specific trails

4. Questions relating to the priority elements
Demographics questions included: where participants live, how long they have lived there,
self-reported ethnicity, and age. Further or different questions such as income level, while
interesting, were thought to be either extraneous, invasive, or too difficult to gauge reliably.
Respondents were then asked whether they use trails, how often they use them, their main
modalities while on trails, and what transportation they use to reach trails.
The next set of questions asked about the importance of different measures like safety and
connectivity for existing trails, what should be prioritized for new trails, a free response for
“other” factors, what they think discourages trail use, how worried they are about crime,
factors important to trail safety, what improvements or amenities they would like to see,
and general extra thoughts.
Six existing trails were ranked by their importance to the region: the Dahlgren Railroad
Heritage Trail, the Rappahannock River Canal Heritage Trail, the Virginia Central Railway
Trail, National Park Service trails, the East Coast Greenway, and the Belmont Ferry Farm Trail.
10 more potential trails were ranked for their ability to connect the region.
Overall survey responses were tabulated, interesting relationships were cross-tabulated
across categories, and for individual trail selections, statistical regressions were performed
to find hidden relationships, although no interesting, statistically significant variables were
found.

Greenway Survey Results

The majority of respondents were over the age of 50, predominantly white, and more than
80% live in Fredericksburg or Stafford County. Over 77% of respondents have lived in the
region for more than 10 years. Breaking respondents down by certain categories germane to
the study, like whether they were non-white or brand new to the region, unfortunately did
not have enough participants to be statistically significant.
Overall, the top 5 trails to implement were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Virginia Central Railway Tunnel under I-95
Virginia Central Railway Trail Feeder in Spotsylvania
DRHT Trail connections west to Stafford County
Tidewater Trail (Rt. 2 to Shannon Airport)
Dahlgren Railroad Heritage Trail connectors to Caledon State Park

And the top 5 factors discouraging people from trail use were:
1. Lack of nearby connections to other greenways
2. Unsafe street crossings

3. The distance to get to the trail
4. Lack of existing greenways and trails
5. Motor vehicle traffic
Respondents also mentioned a lack of parking and bike parking as issues.

Breakdown: How Often Do You Use Trails? At least every week.
60 respondents indicated that they use trail at least once a week. 34 of these people live in
Fredericksburg, and 15 in Stafford. 40 of them have lived the region for more than 40 years.
The plurality are 50-65 years old (then 34-50, then over 65). 30 of these people (50%) drive to
trails, while 19 walk.
Safety, multimodality, and connecting to natural areas were the most important aspects of
existing trails to this group. For new trails, safety moved to second behind connectivity to
natural areas and parks, and in third came regionality. This group seemed concerned about
physical safety while on trails (no busy roadways or crossings), but aren’t as concerned
about crime. 83% want to see connections to neighborhoods and destinations, and 59% want
more, better amenities like water fountains and restrooms.
More of these people found the Belmont Trail, ECG, and National Park trails as important.
Rappahannock Heritage and VCR were ranked highest by the most people. The Tunnel under
I-95 and Central Railway Trail feeder were rated highest beneficial new additions.

Breakdown: How Often Do You Use Trails? Once a Month or Less

There were 45 respondents who indicated they use trails less often. 18 were from Stafford,
14 from Fredericksburg, and 7 from Spotsylvania. 32 of them have lived in the region more
than 10 years.
Most (73%) drive to trails, while 22% walk. This could be an indication that if trails were able to
be walked to, more people would use them. 82% said that safety is the most important aspect
of the trail, and this group is more concerned with criminal activities as opposed to just
physical safety. For safety, they cited location as the most important factor, but also
included proper lighting and good sightlines. For new trails, safety, connectivity, regionality,
and feasibility were their most important choices (in that order).
An interesting break from other responses were that this group wanted to see the Dahlgren
Railroad Heritage Trail to connect westward to Stafford County.
Breakdown: How do you usually get to trails? Drive vs. Walk, Run, or Bike

Another interesting comparison is between those who primarily drive to reach trails versus
those who Walk, Run, or Bike to trails. 88 respondents said they usually drive, while 50 use
other modes.
Of those who drive, only 34% use trails once or more per week, whereas 58% of others do.
This could be another factor indicating that people would use trails more if they could walk or
bike to them.
Both groups found safety, connectivity, and regionality to be the most important for
considering new trails. However, for existing trails, 48% of drivers were “Somewhat” or
“Very” worried about crime, whereas only 22% of those who walk or bike were concerned.
However, “The trail feels safe” was rated “Very important” more by walkers and bikers,
indicating that the physical safety of the trail is a concern (whether it crosses at-grade at
busy streets, shares a portion of the trail with the street, etc.).
Breakdown: Free Responses

One of the most interesting aspects of the survey were the number of people who provided
extended free-response answers to questions with “Other” as an option. These responses
were more informally “coded” and noted mainly for frequency and their uniqueness or
depth.
Ongoing maintenance to prevent downed trees and roots destroying the pathways and
creating tripping hazards, which makes it so cyclists and other wheeled methods of
transport can’t utilize it, was important to a number of people. Many also mentioned
creating and maintaining sidewalks in addition to trails so that they can reach the trails by
walking. Some went as far as to say that they would rather money be spent on sidewalks
than trails at all.

One of the most commented amenities desired was water fountains. Others would also like
to see trash cans to handle litter, and restrooms on longer trails. Trash and litter seem to be
a big issue. And while overall people are concerned about the safety of trails, it seems to be
mostly physical safety – some do, however, want to see police call boxes implemented.
Cyclists especially would like to see the trails connect to businesses and places of interest, as
the roads are not deemed safe.
More than one person commented that they would like a mix of paved and “soft” sections
of the trail for walkers/runners.
Several pointed out that preserving the natural aspect of the trail and feeling like one is in
nature are key – for birds, the trees themselves, and to provide a visual buffer from large
residential homes and other development while on the trail.
Some are concerned that at-grade crossings across busy roads such as Rt. 17 would be
dangerous and make local traffic even worse.
Many have called out trail maintenance and investment into existing trails as a bigger or as
big as a priority as creating new ones, because it’s easier to make a good trail great than it is
to start from scratch, and trails with proper maintenance enhance every other aspect of the
trail including usage and safety. Many commenters would like to have a dedicated funding
source or increased funding for existing trail maintenance.
Of the 12 people who use trails every day, desires included: having more than one point of
entry or exit to a trail, trails functioning as alternate transportation routes and not just
recreation (especially, to reduce carbon footprints and be safer for bikers), and having
restrooms and callboxes.
In all, it seems people would definitely like to see more trails, in nature, which are close to
where they live or work, which connect to green spaces and other amenities, and that
connect to other trails at a decent distance.
Funding Efforts Underway
Some of the Tier 1 Trail connections identified during the study have been subsequently
submitted for funding through Transportation Alternatives and SMART SCALE, traditional
methods of funding trail projects in concert with roadways, but through the process of the
GWRC Greenway Study the working group has learned more about other funding sources to
pursue for trails. These are summarized below.

Greenway Trail Funding Sources
There are numerous funding sources that exist for the implementation of programs to help
improve connectivity of the region’s greenway trails. These sources range from federal,
state, and local government funding as well as the private sector.

FEDERAL

Better Utilizing Investment to Leverage Development (BUILD) Grants (US-DOT)
Now known as the Rebuilding American Infrastructure with Sustainability and Equity (RAISE)
Discretionary Grant program, provides the opportunity for the Department of
Transportation to incest in projects to achieve national objectives.

Federal Recreational Trails Program Grants (FHWA)
The program provides funds to the States to develop and maintain recreational trails and
trail-related facilities for both nonmotorized and motorized recreational trail uses. The funds
benefit recreation including hiking, bicycling, in-line skating, all-terrain vehicle riding, fourwheel driving, or using other off-road motorized vehicles.
STATE

Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT)
Transportation Alternatives Program (TAP)
This is a reimbursement program intended to help local sponsors fund communitybased projects that expand non-motorized travel choices and enhance
transportation experience by improving the cultural, historical, and environmental
aspects of the transportation infrastructure. The program focuses on providing
pedestrian and bicycle facilities, community improvements and mitigating the
negative impacts of the highway system.
Eligible Projects – Bicycle and pedestrian trails, preservation of historic
transportation structures (such as train depots and lighthouses, roadway pull-offs
and overlooks
Revenue Sharing
The program provides additional funds to construct, reconstruct, improve or
maintain highways within a county, city, town or eligible rural addition in certain
counties of the Commonwealth. This program has a dollar-for-dollar matching fund
with limitations on state funds per locality. The application requires a resolution of
support by the governing body of the jurisdiction. The CTB makes the funding choice
with the following criteria in descending priority: projects that have previously
received funding under the program, projects that meet a VTRANS need or will be
accelerated in a locality’s capital plan, projects that address bridge and pavement
deficiencies, and finally; all other projects. Applications are accepted biennially

SMART SCALE

The program focuses on investing limited tax dollars in the right projects that meet
the most critical transportation needs in Virginia. Transportation projects are scored
based on an objective, outcome-based process that is transparent to the public and
allows decision-makers to be held accountable to taxpayers.

Economic Development Access Program

The program provides funding for access to new and expanding economic
development sites where at least 51 percent of the company’s revenue is generated
outside the Commonwealth. Funding allocation is determined by Virginia Economic
Development Partnership (VEDP) and Virginia Department of Business Assistance
(VDBA) depending on funding availability and scope completeness. The CTB makes
final decisions for this rolling process

Safe Routes to Schools

The Safe Routes to Schools (SRTS) program has been active in Virginia since 2007 and
helps schools and communities make walking and biking to school a safe, convenient,
and natural activity. It is a federally funded program created to:
enable and encourage children, including those with disabilities, to walk and
bike to school
make bicycling and walking to school a safer and more appealing
transportation alternative, thereby encouraging a healthy and active lifestyle from an
early age
facilitate the planning, development, and implementation of projects and
activities that will improve safety and reduce traffic, fuel consumption, and air
pollution near schools
Recreational Access Program

The program provides funding to access public recreational and/or historic sites
operated either by the Commonwealth or a locality. Funding allocated by VDOT
District, VDOT Local Assistance Division (LAD), and the Department of Conservation
and Recreation (DCR) according to funding availability and scope completeness. Final
decision by CTB. Applications are accepted on a rolling basis.

Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP)

Established by federal transportation legislation MAP-21, this program focuses on the
significant reduction of injuries and fatalities on public roadways. The federal portion
is 90 percent for most projects, although some are eligible for 100 percent. Projects
are evaluated on a statewide basis. Priority is given to projects expected to produce a
significant reduction in the number/consequence of severe crashes. Applications are
accepted annually.

Scenic Byway Program

The Commonwealth’s byways are composed of approximately 3,500 miles of roads
and offer distinctive routes with archeological, cultural, natural, historic, recreational,
and scenic value.

Department of Conservation and Recreation (DCR)
Recreational Trails Program (FAST Act)

The program is a federal 80-20 matching reimbursement program for building and
rehabilitating trails and trail-related facilities. Funding may be awarded to city,
county, town, or other government entities. Registered nonprofit groups partnered
with a government body also are eligible.

Land and Water Conservation Fund (LWCF)

The fund is a federal reimbursement program for the acquisition and/or development
of public outdoor recreation areas. A key feature of the program is that all LWCFassisted areas must be maintained and opened, in perpetuity, as public recreation
areas, ensuring their use for future generations. The fund is a 50-50 percent matching
reimbursement program, and the grant recipient must be able to fund 100 percent of
the project while seeking periodic reimbursement.

Virginia Land Conservation Foundation (VLCF)

The VLCF was established to fund protection of open spaces and parklands, lands of
historic/cultural significance, farmlands and forests, and any other natural areas.
State agencies, local governments, other public bodies, and registered nonprofit
organizations are eligible to receive matching grants from the foundation. Awards

are based on applications for 50% or less of total project costs pursuant to specific
criteria defined in each category.

Virginia Department Environmental Quality (DEQ)
Stormwater Local Assistance Fund grant (SLAF)

The fund provides matching grants to local governments for the planning, design,
and implementation of stormwater best management practices (BMPs) that address
cost efficiency and commitments related to reducing water quality pollutant loads.
Applications will be solicited in years that a state appropriation is available.
-

Eligible Projects:

o

New and retrofits of stormwater BMPs

o

Stream, buffer, and wetlands restoration

o

Low-impact development projects

o

Pond retrofits

Virginia Clean Water Revolving Loan Fund (VCWRLF)

Initially, the VCWRLF included a single program which was established to provide
financial assistance in the form of low-interest loans to local governments for needed
improvements at publicly owned wastewater treatment facilities and/or collection
systems. Since then, the scope of the Fund has been expanded by the State Water
Control Board (SWCB).
-

Eligible Projects:

o

Publicly owned wastewater collection and treatment facilities

o

Publicly owned stormwater BMPs

o

Remediation of contaminated brownfield properties

o

Land conservation

o

Living shorelines

o

Agricultural BMPs

Water Quality Improvement Fund

Created in response to the need to finance the nutrient reduction strategies being
developed for the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries. DEQ is to assist local
governments and individuals in reducing point source nutrient loads to the

Chesapeake Bay with technical and financial assistance made available through
grants provided from the Virginia Water Quality Improvement Fund.
Eligibility:
…to design and installation of nutrient reduction technology at Chesapeake Bay
watershed publicly owned wastewater treatment plants, and the design and
installation of certain wastewater conveyance infrastructure projects

TMDL Implementation Program

Under the program, projects must address agricultural, residential septic, and urban
BMP activities in impaired watershed. As part of the watershed restoration process,
Implementation Plans (IPs) are developed to address nonpoint source pollution.

Department of Historic Resources (DHR)
Civil War Battlefield State – Matching Grant Program (**VA Battlefield Preservation Fund)

The Fund authorized VA Department of Historic Resources (DHR) to administer the
fund by evaluating and disbursing grant awards to eligible recipients for the
protection of battlefield lands associated with the Revolutionary War, the War of
1812, and the Civil War. Recipients must be nonprofit organizations.

Department of Housing and Community Development (DHCD)
Vibrant Communities Initiative (VCI)

The Initiative combines multiple funding sources to support local or regional
transformational community-based projects including affordable housing and
community and/or economic development components. The funding will include a
portion of DHCD federal CDBG and HOME allocations, as well as resources from the
VA Housing Trust Fund and VHDA.

Department of Mines, Minerals, and Energy (DMME)

Abandoned Mine Land Economic Revitalization Program (AMLER) Funds
The Virginia Department of Mines, Minerals and Energy (DMME) is one of nine state
and tribal programs chosen by Congress to receive $10 million in Fiscal Year 2020 to
develop and repurpose Abandoned Mine Lands.

Projects must follow eligibility and other guidelines set forth in OSMRE’s AMLER
Guidance document and adhere to DMME’s terms and conditions. Applicants are
encouraged to submit projects with the greatest potential to achieve the economic
development goals of the AMLER Program. Priority will be given to projects that
promote innovative renewable energy solutions, innovation in agriculture and
specifically projects that promote the creation of high-paying jobs and stimulate the
revitalization of historically disadvantaged communities. DMME also encourages
applications that present solutions to economic development challenges.

Virginia Tourism Corporation (VATC)
Virginia Tourism Growth Fund

The Virginia Tourism Growth Fund (VTGF) is a Virginia Tourism Corporation program
established to grow tourism development projects in the Commonwealth of Virginia.
Eligible projects include new or expanded facilities or venues for lodging, recreation,
entertainment, epicurean, cultural, or destination retail products or services designed
to attract travelers to the Commonwealth.

Virginia Governor’s Office
Agriculture and Forestry Industries Development Fund (AFID)

A discretionary, performance-based economic development incentive specifically or
agriculture and forestry value-added or processing projects. The program supports
agribusinesses of all sizes including produce companies, dairy processors, meat and
poultry processors, specialty food and beverage manufacturers, greenhouse
operations, forest product manufacturers, and more. The fund can also support
aquaculture projects such as oyster production and nurseries producing native plants
for stormwater BMPs.

Virginia Department of Forestry (VA-DOF)
Watershed Protection Projects

The backbone of the agency’s water quality efforts is the harvest inspection program
that provides one-on-one contract between VDOF staff and the harvest operators,
offering unique opportunities to educate the operators about BMPs and the latest
techniques in water quality protection. These activities help Virginia achieve goals in

the Watershed Improvement Plan to protect the Chesapeake Bay; ensure that
Virginia’s forests continue to provide clean, plentiful drinking water; and support
habitat for fishes and wildlife throughout the Commonwealth.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT

Special bond issues – municipalities have the authority under State Code to pursue
special general obligation or other bond issues to raise funds for specific projects.
These may be subject to a referendum as well as governing body approval.
Dedications of a portion of local sales taxes or a voter-approved sales tax increase –
municipalities have the authority under State Code to allocate this revenue source to
special projects as permitted such as for tourism related infrastructure.
Use of the Capital Improvement Program (CIP) and annual budgets – the CIP is
typically a five-year budget planning tool for projects over a certain dollar amount.
The CIP is a good means for municipalities to allocate local funds as match for grants
or other funding sources for project planning, design, and construction. Funds are
not allocated by the CIP, but through the annual budget process for year 1 of the CIP
annually.
Creation of grant programs – municipalities have the authority to create local grant
programs to fund a range of activities such as tourism-related amenities. These
programs are typically targeted toward the business community or civic oriented
organizations.
Implementation of special tax districts (TIF) – this revenue generating tool is specific
to a defined geography for improvements within that area and can be used for
infrastructure improvements such as sidewalks, trails, and bike lanes.

PRIVATE
Rails to Trails Conservancy

A nonprofit organization whose mission is to build healthier and happier
communities where trail networks are central to their design. The organization
reimagine public spaces to create safe ways for everyone to walk, bike, and be active
outdoors. Their Trail Grants Program emphasizes strategic investments that support
significant regional and community trail development goals. These projects are
essential to building, maintaining, and managing the trails that many communities
rely upon for recreation, transportation, and economic vitality.

People For Bikes Community Grants

The program supports bicycle infrastructure projects and targeted advocacy
initiatives that make it easier and safer for people of all ages and abilities to ride.
PeopleForBikes will fund engineering and design work, construction costs including
materials, labor and equipment rental, and reasonable volunteer support costs.
-

Eligible Projects:

o

Bike paths, lanes, trails and bridges

o

Mountain bike facilities

o

Bike parks and pump parks

o

BMX facilities

o
End-of-trip facilities such as bike racks, bike parking, bike repair stations, and
bike storage
-

Advocacy programs:

o

Programs that transform city streets (e.g. Open Streets Days)

o

Campaigns to increase investments in bicycle infrastructure

The Conservation Alliance Grants

The Conservation Alliance make grants to nonprofit organizations working to protect
the special wild lands and waters in their backyards. Grants are available for groups
whose work meets each of the following criteria:
Project should seek to secure lasting and quantifiable protection of a specific
wild land or waterway
The campaign should engage grassroots citizen action in support of the
conservation effort
-

All projects must have a clear recreational benefit

-

The project should have a good chance of final success within four years

-

Particular interest in these projects:

o

Landscape-scale projects that have a clear benefit for habitat

o

Indigenous-led conservation initiatives

o
Projects that benefit Black, Indigenous, and People of Color (BIPOC) and/or
underserved communities, and organizations that work directly with these
communities

o

Projects that measurably mitigate the impacts of climate change

American Hiking Society's National Trails Fund

The funds allow recipients to create, expand, and renovate hiking trails throughout
their respective areas. Some projects include implementation of better erosion
controls on their trails, installation of water bars and fortified embankments,
ensuring long-term sustainability of trails and circumventing damage done by severe
weather.
BF Goodrich Tires Outstanding Trails Grant

The “Tread Lightly!” program is to promote responsible outdoor recreation is to
support enthusiasts in the stewardship of their favorite trails. The grant is designed
to help individuals and groups organize clean-ups, trail maintenance workdays, and
other small stewardship projects.
NFF Matching Awards Program (NFFMAP)

The program provides funding for results-oriented on-the-ground projects that
enhance forest health and outdoor experiences on National Forests and Grasslands.
The program supports action-oriented projects that enhance outdoor experiences,
forest and ecosystem health, and engage local communities in caring for their public
lands.
The Conservation Fund

We protect America’s most critical lands and waters to provide greater access to
nature, strengthen local economies and enhance climate resiliency. Top-ranked for
efficiency and effectiveness, we have worked in all 50 states since 1985 to protect
more than 8.5 million acres of land.
REI Stewardship Grants (*REI Co-Op Philanthropy)

Most of the grant decisions are made in partnerships between REI’s headquarters
philanthropy team and hundreds of local outreach and retail team members across
the country. At the local level, our teams identify partners to invite to apply for
grants. We consider applications in two major focus areas: maintaining and
enhancing diverse, accessible, and popular areas, where our members play outdoors;
and connecting historically underrepresented groups to the outdoors. We accelerate
change via multi-year projects that connect city-dwellers to outdoor spaces.

Local businesses and non-profits

The ability of local businesses and nonprofits to focus on a defined issue can be
significant if fueled by local interest and
strong grass-roots support. The number of
projects that can be funded by local
businesses and non-profits is limited only by
a community’s energy level and vision.

The Future
As has been stated many times throughout
this past year of the study, coming together
as a region and creating a mapped regional
Greenway network is a very significant step,
but it is only the first step in a process that
will take many, many years.
The second step in the process is
presenting the plan for adoption by each of
our member localities and codifying it in our
regional Long Range Transportation Plans,
Connecting local trails to National Park Service trails would
both Metropolitan and Rural. Consistent
offer mixed surfaces and expand the network
regional adoption of the plan will make it
easier to work together to support and
fund trail building in the years to come. As our locality partners are well aware, potential
projects make for stronger funding applications when backed by regional and local plans.
Going forward, the plan is to continue regional momentum to build a consistent greenway
“brand” with signage, clear routes, and a connection to local businesses, governments and
organizations while connecting people to nature. This process could be implemented
through the future organization of a “Friends of” volunteer group, drawn from our
community trail advocate stakeholders. Staff is already seeking funding sources to expand
this effort.
In the long term, this study is just a beginning of the journey. Where historically, trails
planning was a jurisdiction-by-jurisdiction process, this grant allowed GWRC to gather
locality planners and trail advocates at a common table to look at the big picture and begin
to see what might be possible if we start planning together.
Our Greenway will be a source of regional pride, cultural cohesiveness, and a continuing
example of successful inter-jurisdictional collaboration that we can all be proud of.
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Evaluation Category

Sub-Category

Description

Feasibility

Availability of Funding

Does the planned or proposed trail project location conform to existing funding mechanisms
such as Transportation Alternatives, SMART SCALE, Recreational Trails Program, or the Trail
Access Grants Program

"Shovel-Readiness"

Is the trail location already part of a master plan or other planning document?
Has it received partial funding? What stage has it progressed to- PE? ROW? Construction? Or
is it a newly-conceived trail?

Right of way

Is the ROW owned privately or by a locality? Do we know how difficult it will be to obtain?

Location readiness

Is the project located on designated riparian corridors, utility corridors, greenways, or
conservation easements?

terrain

Are there obstacles in the route such as excessive wetlands, highway
crossings, etc that would make the project very costly, or is the terrain
relatively simple to traverse?

connects to historic resources

Does the proposed trail location connect to cultural or historic resources
(look beyond the two wars here to Native and other types of regional
cultural history)

connects to natural areas ( conservation areas,
battlefields, etc)

Does the proposed trail route connect to areas of natural
beauty?

connects to green spaces (parks- playgrounds,
ballfields, etc)

Does the proposed trail route connect to green spaces for
recreation?

connects to existing infrastructure (trails and
shared use paths)

Is the project route a trail or portion thereof that, when finished,
will connect to existing trails and shared-use paths?

Equity

Provides trail access for Equity Analysis
populations

Does the propsed trail route intersect mapped Equity Analysis
populations in the region?

Density

Population density

Population density of census block at either end of trail
route

Connectivity

Conforms to this metric (Yes/ No)

Safety

Regionality

Support

Crime Prevention

Is crime prevention a factor at location of proposed project
location and has mitigation been adequately considered?
(Offroad trails- use standard recreational trail guidelines)

Separation from roadway

Is project route adequately separated from roadway
using VDOT and NACTO guidance?

Facilitates intra-regional connection

Is the project route a trail or a portion thereof which, when fully
completed, will link to a network *currently*connecting two or
more localities, or is it a trail or a portion thereof which, when
fully completed, will itself connect two or more localities?

Is there public support for a trail in this location?

This metric will be determined by public outreach and
will be somewhat qualitative.

Is there political support for a trail at this
location?

This metric will be determined by discussion and garnering
support from relevant elected officials, Qualitative.

Does this trail project contribute to the working Based on location, connectivity, and qualitative factors.
group's vision of a regional trail framework?
To be determined as a group.
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GWRC Greenway Trails Survey
Where do you live?
Number of responses: 140

Answer

Times Chosen

Percentage

Fredericksburg

62

44.29%

Spotsylvania County

19

13.57%

Caroline County

1

0.71%

King George County

2

1.43%

Staﬀord County

51

36.43%

Port Royal

0

0%

Bowling Green

1

0.71%

I live outside of the GWRC region, but commute there.

3

2.14%

I do not live or work in the GWRC region.

1

0.71%

Times Chosen

Percentage

Under a year

2

1.47%

1-2 years

3

2.21%

2-10 years

24

17.65%

More than 10 years

92

67.65%

My whole life

15

11.03%

How long have you lived in the GWRC region?
Number of responses: 136

Answer

What ethnicity would you describe yourself as?
Number of responses: 140

Answer

Times Chosen

Percentage

American Indian or Alaska Native

0

0%

Asian

2

1.43%

Black or African American

5

3.57%

Native Hawaiian or Other Paciﬁc Islander

0

0%

Hispanic, Latino, or of Spanish Origin

1

0.71%

Middle Eastern

0

0%

White

112

80%

Prefer not to say.

17

12.14%

Other

3

2.14%

"Other" text answers:

Mixed race

Not relevant

Bi-racial (BLK-WHT)

How old are you?
Number of responses: 140

60
55 (39.29%)
50

46 (32.86%)

Times Chosen

40

30
23 (16.43%)
20
13 (9.29%)
10
3 (2.14%)
0

0 (0%)
Under 18

18-26

26-34

34-50

50-65

Over 65

Do you ever use trails in the region?
Number of responses: 140

Answer

Times Chosen

Percentage

Yes

140

100%

No

0

0%

How regularly do you use trails?
Number of responses: 140

Every day

12 (8.57%)

Once or more a week

48 (34.29%)

Several times per month

35 (25%)

About once a month

16 (11.43%)

A few times a year

22 (15.71%)

Only on special occasions

7 (5%)
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How do you mainly travel on trails? Select all that apply.
Number of responses: 140

150
133 (95%)
125

Times Chosen

100

75

64 (45.71%)

62 (44.29%)
52 (37.14%)

50

44 (31.43%)

25

15 (10.71%)
3 (2.14%)

2 (1.43%)
0
Walking

Jogging or
Running

"Other (please specify)" text answers:

Family time with children

Geocaching

Boy Scout hikes

Biking

Walking Pets

Birdwatching

Foraging

Experiencing
Nature

Other (please
specify)

How do you usually get to the trails you use?
Number of responses: 140

88 (62.86%)

Personal motor vehicle

Ride share service

0 (0%)

Public transportation

0 (0%)

Walk

38 (27.14%)

5 (3.57%)

Jog or run

Bicycle

7 (5%)

2 (1.43%)

Other
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"Other" text answers:

Walk, bicycle, personal vehicle

Family or friends, I am legally blind

60

70

80

90

100

On a scale from "not important at all" to "very important", which of these aspects of
trails matter to you?
Number of responses: 140

The trail is connected to a park, waterway, or …
The trail is part of a project to restore natural …
The trail connects to food and entertainment,…
The trail connects to amenities I use, such as g…
No part of the trail is on a roadway.
The trail feels safe
I witness a diverse group of people using the …
The trail can be used for biking, walking, or ot…
The trail can ONLY be used by pedestrians.
0

25

50

75

100

125

150

Times Chosen
Not important at all.
Neutral or Don't know or No opinion
Very important.

Not too important.
Somewhat important.

When considering new trails to be included in GWRC's growing greenways network,
what aspects do you think should be prioritized?
Number of responses: 140

Safety: the trail will not be partially on roads, …

720 (18.91%)

Connectivity: connects to historic resources,
natural areas, parks and ballﬁelds, etc.

679 (17.84%)

Regionality: the trail will interconnect with
other trails in the region.

623 (16.36%)

Feasibility: the availability of funding, rights of
way, lack of obstacles, etc.

529 (13.90%)

Population Density: how many people the trail
will serve locally.

462 (12.14%)

409 (10.74%)

Equity: provides access to those who have his…
Support: the amount of public and political
support for the trail.

385 (10.11%)
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What other factors do you believe are important to trail use, access, and people's
enjoyment?
Number of responses: 68
Text answers:

Please don't place the trail that will disrupt our local traﬃc. We already suﬀer on route 17 near 95 constantly.

For me, being able to include it in my daily life... meaning access to grocery stores, banking, shopping. A safe
way to get around town. Would love to see golf cart trails too!

Build fewer houses, preserve green space so when utilizing trails, we see nature, not McMansions.
Preserving historic resources, even if it's simply a stabilized ruin such as the barn foundation in England Run
or the Aquia Sandstone House in Austin Ridge.
Also, land set aside for trails shouldn't be table scraps of land that developers can't use. It should be prime
land, too.

To teach children about nature and the Fredericksburg area

Sidewalks that make it possible for people to leave their communities to walk to trails. The entire
Fredericksburg area, including Staﬀord and Spotsy, is in dire need of sidewalks. All schools and their
surrounding neighborhoods should have sidewalks.

The study has identiﬁed building the Greenway on a portion of the Parallel Road/Inner Connector Trail network
that I have been proposing, but the other portion of the proposed Greenway Trail has major ﬂaws. The
Greenway study shows the Trail using the streets of the Falmouth Bottom to cross Route 17. Then the new Trail
would follow the power lines North to run down Truslow Road, where a new trail would be build in peoples
front yards. It would then turn North on Enon to connect to Centreport Pkwy.
The Greenway Plan that is being studied has so many ﬂaws, impacts and would be much more costly to built
than the Inner Connector Trail. I believe the Greenway Plan that's being studied is not feasible because;
1. Using the streets of the Falmouth bottom would be dangerous and interfere with traﬃc ﬂow.
2. Crossing the busy Route 17 would slow down the ﬂow of Traﬃc and create conﬂicts between Pedestrians,
Bicycles and Cars.
2. The houses on Truslow Road are too close to the road to widen it and put in a 10' trail. There would probably
be over 40 homeowners impacted and the Tail would be as close as 10' from the front door of some of the
houses.
3. The acquisition of 40 to 70 of parcels of land between Route 17 and Centreport would be time consuming
and costly. It would create a lot of opposition that would drag on for years, so nothing is built.
Connecting the Greenway Trail to the Population Centers, Destination Centers and Work Centers would get
more usage to take more cars oﬀ the roads. At the same time it can connect to a Trail network that includes
Parks, Historic sites, unique features like the Belmont to Cannon Ridge Historic Waterfall Trail and a Covered
Bridge. Using an existing 2.2 mile 9' wide trail that has street lights and beautiful landscaping would cut done

on impacts and cost, while being more appealing.
If we work together to create a Regional Approach to Roads, Trails and Parks we can create a much better and
feasible Plan that would improve the quality of life for everyone.
The survey asks to number the priorities they suggested. These are the priorities that I used that will help
move the Inner Connector forward.
1. Centreport Pkwy to Mine Road.
2. Centreport Pkwy to Truslow Road.
3 Virginia Central Trail Feeder (Spotsylvania)

So many things don’t happy in our area due to opposition because people don’t want change. There comes a
time when we need to see the greater good—see the good impact these important changes and improvements
can make to our region. Having a trail system would make our region a place to go for those outside our area, a
place to enjoy and a place to be proud of living.

A huge plus is to combine them with larger trail eﬀorts like the East Coast Trail (not the correct name) that
being built.

Safety, to include solar lighting and easily seen markers (entrances, distance, location) and regularly patrolled
by park safety oﬃcers.

The absolute best trail/acquisition would be the former Cannon Ridge golf course. I can’t think of any
improvements that would need to be made.

To keep as much as the natural area as possible. Not adding a bunch of pavement. Saving trees and
ecosystems

The study has identiﬁed building the Greenway on a portion of the Parallel Road/Inner Connector Trail network
that I have been proposing, but the other portion of the proposed Greenway Trail has major ﬂaws. The
Greenway study shows the Trail using the streets of the Falmouth Bottom to cross Route 17. Then the new Trail
would follow the power lines North to run down Truslow Road, where a new trail would be build in peoples
front yards. It would then turn North on Enon to connect to Centreport Pkwy.
The Greenway Plan that is being studied has so many ﬂaws, impacts and would be much more costly to built
than the Inner Connector Trail. I believe the Greenway Plan that's being studied is not feasible because;
1. Using the streets of the Falmouth bottom would be dangerous and interfere with traﬃc ﬂow.
2. Crossing the busy Route 17 would slow down the ﬂow of Traﬃc and create conﬂicts between Pedestrians,
Bicycles and Cars.
2. The houses on Truslow Road are too close to the road to widen it and put in a 10' trail. There would probably
be over 40 homeowners impacted and the Tail would be as close as 10' from the front door of some of the
houses.

3. The acquisition of 40 to 70 of parcels of land between Route 17 and Centreport would be time consuming
and costly. It would create a lot of opposition that would drag on for years, so nothing is built.
Connecting the Greenway Trail to the Population Centers, Destination Centers and Work Centers would get
more usage to take more cars oﬀ the roads. At the same time it can connect to a Trail network that includes
Parks, Historic sites, unique features like the Belmont to Cannon Ridge Historic Waterfall Trail and a Covered
Bridge. Using an existing 2.2 mile 9' wide trail that has street lights and beautiful landscaping would cut done
on impacts and cost, while being more appealing.
If we work together to create a Regional Approach to Roads, Trails and Parks we can create a much better and
feasible Plan that would improve the quality of life for everyone.
The survey asks to number the priorities they suggested. These are the priorities that I used that will help
move the Inner Connector forward.
1. Centreport Pkwy to Mine Road.
2. Centreport Pkwy to Truslow Road.
3 Virginia Central Trail Feeder (Spotsylvania)

Being able to walk to the trail from my neighborhood meaning sidewalks on main streets.

Lighting, emergency call boxes, marketing to let people know where they are and what they connect to. For
longer trails, place to park, water fountains, trash cans, bike racks. The trails should also be oﬀ a bus route.

Trees. Please do not allow VDOT to cut the trees along Leeland Road.

Accessibility for handicapped people is important to me, a trail that would allow for a motorized scooter would
be helpful

Not equity. Please remove this from consideration

Accessibility for both those with disabilities and those with strollers.

Logical arrangement to public restrooms and water

Trail safety; call boxes, cameras, police visibility
Restrooms

Parking it

We need more access to businesses from trails. Extremely disappointed the City did not allow Royal Farms to
be at intersection of Lafayette and Parkway. This would have been a great convenience to trail users!

As a pedestrian I ﬁnd sharing trails with bicycles to be dangerous to me. Riders seldom or never give warning
as they pass. A 200 pound boy riding at 20 mph could do serious damage to any walker.
Trail interconnectivity is important, because i ﬁnd myself using the same trails day after day. They are seldom
circular, or leading to interesting places, so walking becomes very boring.
Mostly I just use city streets which are safer.

I would love to be able to move through all nearby counties via bike on a trail system. There are many drivers
who do not like to share the road.

Placement in easily accessible areas, surface kept up so roots and cracks are not a safety issue.

Maintenance. Currently, overgrown and trails with downed trees are a problem.

Handicap ease, benches, restroom/water stations

upkeep, acess to drinking water bathrooms, trash cans

Preservation of the natural environment ((e.g., wildlife, vegetation) is critical. Repeating safety as a top priority
while promoting equity is important. Use would increase if I felt safe going alone.

Bike patrol by police, clearly marked entrances with parking.

Parts of the pathway is "soft" for running/walking.

Painting a stripe down the middle to direct traﬃc into two lanes

More than one point of entering/exiting the trail

Eﬀective and timely maintenance; some stopping places along the way (e.g. benches); directional signs

Bang for the Buck. The cost per mile should be a factor.

8. Long term maintenance plan and funding; 9. Cleanliness with trash receptacles programmed; 10. Rest
areas with benches; 11. Signage and distance markers.

Disability Access
Parking availability

trails that support actual transportation mobility, more than just for recreation.

Trails should be a mix of asphalt and natural surfaces.

Water fountains, places to sit, access to emergency services, lights

I think the more connected trails are, the more likely people will be to use them.

Loops create a more fun experience than a linear trail at times - the scenery changes as opposed to linear
trails, which are out-and-back hikes or runs. Small factor though.

ability for all people to use the trail for more than just leisure. access to trash containers and water fountains

That the trails are safe, clean, have trash cans, and connect to a variety of places in the region.

Rest areas (bathrooms/water fountains), safe from snakes, bears, goats etc., trash cans to prevent litter, and
prohibiting dog poop!

Destinations, some on road trails/paths/bikeways, neighborhood greenways that connect to other trail/path
resources (sharrows, traﬃc calming, way ﬁnding signs, etc.), path/trail network growth maps to show public/gov
the goals of the region where the infrastructure is currently and how to reach the goals in the shortest amount
of time, more outreach/marketing to show where the the network and its growth potential, events that
support/use the trails/parks/destinations

Accountability of localities to follow through on promises of funding

Riding a bicycle in most of the GWRC Greenway geographical area is a terrifying experience with the constant
threat of painful death by collision with a 5000-pound pickup or SUV being driven over the speed limit on
narrow roads not built for current volume. Fix this.

ADA compliant. Connect people and the outdoors. Take care of what we have. Acquire land and create
opportunities. Coordinate among providers

Maps of the trails available on the trails &/or mile markers so you know where/ how long your journey will be.

Habitat for birds

Maintenance of the trail is important...free of tripping hazards

That we ﬁrst prioritize essential sidewalk needs- like Lafayette past the Blue Grey. The needs there far
Outweigh my desire for another recreational trail.

I think it's very important to plan for trails as a mode of transportation, giving people opportunities to get to
work, shopping, school, etc without having to drive and contribute to climate change.

Support economic growth of low income communities. Allowing those without cars to move around safety and
proved access to potential employment sites.

Function as an alternative transportation method, not just for recreational purposes.

Information on trail route, access, parking and condition available on line.

We need more safe bicycle paths and trails, and I don't mind the bicycle route being part of a road, as long as it
is safe for bikes.

High Employment areas

1. Connecting residential to leisure/business areas.
2. Separate pedestrian from bikers.

Parking at access points and/or serviced by a bus. Educating public on location of trails and amenities
provided (type of surface, near kayak rentals, near food, bike racks, near bus stop, etc). Providing emergency
call boxes. Maintenance of trails (water erosion, debris, litter, etc). Partnering with govt or community groups to
actively promote the trails.

In our area, trails should take people to the places they want and need to go safely. We need to add safe
connections to encourage more of us to bike safely west to east - it can be a real challenge to get from
downtown Fredericksburg over to Central Park or the mall. Let's get some more access across Route 1 and 95.

Funding for maintenance and construction are the key factors. In NOVA many of the shared use paths are no
longer used by cyclists due to weeds and grass growing through the pavement. Those riders have now moved
to the roadways.

The trail is wide enough for bikers and walkers.
The trail has adequate water and trash cans.

Provision of safe and adequate parking near trail. Trails that do not pose hazards to bicyclists (such as
portions of the canal trail in the City where one false move and you either break your neck or drown).

The scenic aspect of the trail is important to driving greater use by the local citizens and also visitors.

I think it's very important that we not let perfection be the enemy of getting it done. Certainly ﬂyover crossings
for busy roads are safer and nicer, but also more expensive and can delay projects. I'd like to see more trails

quickly sped to market, not bogged down with years of planning and trying to ﬁnd enough money. I use VCR all
the time and never have a problem crossing Rt. 1 or Rt. 3. Those at-grade crossings aren't ideal, but I love that
trail so much and I'm so happy we didn't wait for the money to do a bridge.

If the trails can be used as alternative transportation routes - bikes sharing the roadway in FXBG is a JOKE!!
Give the bikers somewhere safer to travel to/fr work or the store or across town BEFORE you try to connect us
regionally.

Belmont/Ferry Farm Trail
Number of responses: 132
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East Coast Greenway (ECG)
Number of responses: 131
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National Park Service Trails
Number of responses: 136
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Virginia Central Railway Trail
Number of responses: 136
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Rappahanock River Canal Heritage Trail
Number of responses: 135
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Dahlgren Railroad Heritage Trail
Number of responses: 133
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Among existing opportunities to create new trail connections throughout the region,
ranging from most beneﬁcial to least beneﬁcial in terms of providing connectivity,
how would you rate these new trail segments?
Number of responses: 115

Rank

Choice

1.

Distribution

Score

Times Ranked

Virginia Central Railway tunnel under
I-95

830

112

2.

Virginia Central Railway Trail Feeder
(Spotsylvania)

720

110

3.

DRHT trail connections west to
Staﬀord County

621

105

4.

Tidewater Trail (path along Rt. 2 from
City to Shannon Airport)

598

108

5.

Centrepoint Pkwy. via Truslow to Rt.
17 (Staﬀord)

567

108

6.

Dahlgren Railroad Heritage Trail
(DRHT) connectors to Caledon State
Park

564

104

7.

Centrepoint Pkwy. to Mine Rd.
(Staﬀord)

535

108

8.

DRHT trail connection to Rt. 301

437

104

9.

East Coast Greenway connect at
Mudd Tavern

432

105

10.

Trail connection west to Orange
County

413

103

Lowest

Highest

What do you think are the biggest factor(s) that discourage trail use?
Number of responses: 137

Lack of nearby connections to other greenways

77 (56.20%)

Lack of existing greenways/trails

72 (52.55%)

Lack of nearby destinations

44 (32.12%)

Motor vehicle traﬃc

62 (45.26%)

Unsafe street crossings

73 (53.28%)

Lack of accessibility (ADA accessibility)

24 (17.52%)

Lack of time

20 (14.60%)

Personal safety concerns

54 (39.42%)

Weather (e.g. extreme heat/cold, rain)

17 (12.41%)

Disinterest in nature or exercise

16 (11.68%)

Distance to trails

72 (52.55%)

Lack of a sense of belonging

7 (5.11%)

Other (please specify)

14 (10.22%)
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"Other (please specify)" text answers:

Lack of bike racks to secure bike

connection to "places" with eating, drinking, other recreation

lack of knowledge

bikes that do not warn before passing

Lack of awareness of where trail is access points and distance

Lack of awareness

Hard and not soft surface to run on

1)lack of user-friendly trail maps (e.g. the one above used to display potential connections, and 2)parking for
those that have to drive to get to a trail

lack of parking trailheads.

Lack of parking

lack of political will/interest by local government leaders, lack of willingness to invest by localities, hyper
conservative politicians

timely access to trails via public transit

Lack of trail maps for local trails

Awareness of trail values/experiences

How worried are you about crime on trails? (e.g. assault, robbery, unintended uses)
Number of responses: 140
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How important are these factors to trail safety?
Number of responses: 131

Rank

Choice

1.

Distribution

Score

Times Ranked

Location

639

123

2.

Usage (i.e. # of users)

518

124

3.

Sightlines (e.g. being visible while on
the trail)

508

120

4.

Lighting

507

123

5.

Wayﬁnding

406

116

6.

Call boxes

371

117

7.

Police presence

267

115

Lowest

Highest

What other additional comments do you have regarding trail safety?
Number of responses: 30
Text answers:

Street lamps in areas where possible. Falmouth of riddled with crime, by the way.

none

The trails need regular patroling by law enforcement.

None

Maintenance of trail surface

I walk with two German Shepherds so I am not concerned about my safety so much but single women walking
alone should be worried as I've seen some questionable people on the trails on occasion. Call boxes (like on
the UMW campus) would be a terriﬁc beneﬁt.

Poop disposal. People leave dog poop which is a health hazard

Trash disposal

Signage, speciﬁcally for multiuse/purpose trails.

Trails are not at all connected to existing bus or other public transportation. Bus information people do not
even know of any connection to trails, so I would have to call a cab, if I could, when I want to go home in an
emergency. Interconnectivity to bus service would be helpful.

Location matters so there is good access and amenities like adequate parking, signage, trash cans so people
will use tgem

Cyclist rules

its important

For example, it is not uncommon to see a car parked and somewhat hidden with a person looking / watching /
waiting… as a pattern… without using the park… seems indicative of being there for other purposes.

I only use the trails during daylight and in good weather, so some of the concern or "ﬁxes" aren't relevant for
me. Catch 22 -- safety in numbers, but how do you get the numbers to ensure greater safety?

I feel safe on the trails in Fredericksburg

Maintenance and cleanliness!

Improved road crossings.

Need cameras at some locations

lighting and access to call boxes are a major concern to me

Trail maintenance is a safety factor. People both feel and are safer on a trail that is well maintained.

police presence on trails would not make them feel safer for me (identify as middle class white, straight, cis
woman) so I am skeptical that increased police presence would make trails feel safer for BIPOC and other
groups.

If people use the trails, there is a safer overall feeling.

snakes, bears and goats!

Drivers in the GWRC Greenway geographical area have little respect for pedestrians and bicyclists. People will
continue to make unhealthy and environmentally damaging choices to drive, even short distances on errands,
in the absence of safe places to ride and walk.

Trail ratings and being able to download info onto app. Always have buddy system in place and do not hike
alone.

I typically feel safe during the day. I never use the trails at night unless I’m with a group

Is crime a real or perceived problem? I honestly don't know and I've never heard about it. Both are important
because perception becomes reality for many people. A lot of crime can be proactively solved through design
and encourage you to look there ﬁrst rather than precious police resources.

Trails should be clear cut 20 feet on each side.

I feel perfectly safe on the trails in terms of other users. There is room for improvement in terms of road
crossings - I'm thinking about the "connection" between the VCR and Lee Drive/Battleﬁeld. and also Route 2
when coming back to town from Lansdowne Road.

I feel safe on the trails. I am not concerned about crime.

When using trails, what improvements would you like to see implemented?
Number of responses: 136

Better amenities (e.g. water fountains,
restrooms, lighting)

83 (61.03%)

Beautiﬁcation of existing trails and trailheads
(e.g. shade structures and trees)

64 (47.06%)

Education on trail care and usage

48 (35.29%)

More trail connections to neighborhoods and
destinations

107 (78.68%)

Other (please specify)

14 (10.29%)
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"Other (please specify)" text answers:

Interpretive signage and preservation of historic resources

More frequent trash pick up. The trash cans along the trails are constantly overﬂowing.

bus connections. also shade is important in summer

More trash cans and recycle

Preservation

Controlling trash

more, better connectivity, ability to use for actual mobility beyond just exercise or recreation.

water fountains! and increased ability to collect trash as you walk.

Trash cans

Lights

100

120

just more trails, and trails connecting to other trails

Water fountains might not be good during the era of COVID; perhaps water bottle reﬁll stations.

Please ﬁnd a way to pave the Dahlgren Rail Trail as soon as possible. It is our outstanding trail destination in
the region.

Call Boxes and blue-lighted cross walk indicators (the xwalk paint on the road does NOTHING)

What other thoughts do you have about the region's greenway trails?
Number of responses: 30
Text answers:

Safety is the number one concern I have. Visibility to pedestrians. And keeping bicyclists OFF our back roads
where they never do the speed limit.

More Greenways
Less Houses

Trails are great, but I if I had to pick, I would rather see money go towards adding sidewalks and crosswalks to
existing roads and neighborhoods, with priority going to those around schools so more kids could walk to
school safely.

The study has identiﬁed building the Greenway on a portion of the Parallel Road/Inner Connector Trail network
that I have been proposing, but the other portion of the proposed Greenway Trail has major ﬂaws. The
Greenway study shows the Trail using the streets of the Falmouth Bottom to cross Route 17. Then the new Trail
would follow the power lines North to run down Truslow Road, where a new trail would be build in peoples
front yards. It would then turn North on Enon to connect to Centreport Pkwy.
The Greenway Plan that is being studied has so many ﬂaws, impacts and would be much more costly to built
than the Inner Connector Trail. I believe the Greenway Plan that's being studied is not feasible because;
1. Using the streets of the Falmouth bottom would be dangerous and interfere with traﬃc ﬂow.
2. Crossing the busy Route 17 would slow down the ﬂow of Traﬃc and create conﬂicts between Pedestrians,
Bicycles and Cars.
2. The houses on Truslow Road are too close to the road to widen it and put in a 10' trail. There would probably
be over 40 homeowners impacted and the Tail would be as close as 10' from the front door of some of the
houses.
3. The acquisition of 40 to 70 of parcels of land between Route 17 and Centreport would be time consuming
and costly. It would create a lot of opposition that would drag on for years, so nothing is built.

Connecting the Greenway Trail to the Population Centers, Destination Centers and Work Centers would get
more usage to take more cars oﬀ the roads. At the same time it can connect to a Trail network that includes
Parks, Historic sites, unique features like the Belmont to Cannon Ridge Historic Waterfall Trail and a Covered
Bridge. Using an existing 2.2 mile 9' wide trail that has street lights and beautiful landscaping would cut done
on impacts and cost, while being more appealing.
If we work together to create a Regional Approach to Roads, Trails and Parks we can create a much better and
feasible Plan that would improve the quality of life for everyone.
The survey asks to number the priorities they suggested. These are the priorities that I used that will help
move the Inner Connector forward.
1. Centreport Pkwy to Mine Road.
2. Centreport Pkwy to Truslow Road.
3 Virginia Central Trail Feeder (Spotsylvania)

None

A percentage of annual ﬁnancial allocations should be set aside to speciﬁcally build trails.

Including equity reduced the credibility of this project

There aren’t any in Staﬀord.

I don’t want to see trails going through neighborhoods

You have a long, long way to go to make this a civilized place to live. in the meantime people can choose
between walking and the diabetes that often aﬄicts an obese population. Good luck.

Marketing their locations, usage, amenities etc. hold a few public events to promote

It would be great to have the area developed on the Staﬀord side of the Rappahannock along River road.

NEED BIKE lanes BYCICLES)/(STROLLERS) TRAILS

a good start more needed

Please keep them! It would be helpful to make it easier to learn more about them.

Creating trail connections suitable for ebikes to rail from Patriot Park to New Post could serve several large
neighborhoods.

Let's prioritize the VCR Trail crossing of I-95. I don't care whether it's via an existing bridge or via a new bridge
or tunnel.

The Greenway Trail should run from Mine Road in Staﬀord to Centreport Pkwy, to Berea Church Road, to
Celebrate Virginia Pkwy across the River to Mine Road and go South to Southgate Pkwy then turn South around
the Lowes and Connect to Route 1 at Mills Drive.

Get the trails connected ﬁrst then worry about amenities.

Water fountains would be a game changer! I'd love to go for longer walks and runs but there's no access to
drinking water.

SPotsylvania connection to the VCR trail should follow the old rail bed -- not detour to Harrison Rd and Rt 1.

WE need more of them!

Investment should be made where people live - not where they need to drive 15 miles ﬁrst.

Make them better. Show regional leadership in creation of active transportation capacity.

General info or reminders to hikes at beginning of trail or online info in regard to trail - ie; choose an
appropriate trail, ﬁll your pack, dress appropriately, stay on track, stay healthy, be alert for critters, mammals,
insects, and happy trails.

More of everything. More maintenance and more new construction. People don't use an underinvested system
because its not good and it gets a reputation for being not good because there was vanilla support from the
get go. It takes upfront investment to build support from the general public. The $ investment to improve a trail
from 'okay' to 'great' is minimal compared to the coast of a new roadway (or even paving costs), yet it changes
perception and improves reputational factor tremendously.

I have been on trails on many cities across the U.S. - some of them major cities - New York City, Boston, Florida,
San Francisco and all of these areas have water fountains on the trails. The one major thing lacking is having
more water fountains for walkers, runners and pets. These trails run along residential areas in many places so
water taps are deﬁnitely available. Some are currently available but none along riverside drive, brooks park,
old mill park, or the canal. This is an improvement that needs to be made.

More connections to amenities and regional recreational areas.

That they are wide enough to use a wheelchair on, along with other bicyclists, walkers, etc.

More funding for more of them

George Washington Regional Commission

Greenway Feasibility Study
Stakeholder Meeting #1
April 29th, 2021

Introduction
• Welcome
• Agenda and Goals

Rappahannock River Heritage Trail

KY

Working Group Introductions
Presenters
Kari Barber, GWRC/FAMPO
Kimberly Young, The George Group
Denise Nelson, The Berkeley Group

FAMPO Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee
Caroline County
City of Fredericksburg
King George County
Spotsylvania County
Stafford Couny
Friends of the Rappahannock
Va Dept of Transportation
Potomac and Rappahannock
Transportation Commission

National Park Service
GWRideConnect
FredTrails
Potomac Heritage Trail Association
Friends of the Dahlgren Railroad Heritage Trail
Fredericksburg Cyclist Club
Virginia Bicycle Federation
disAbility Resource Center
Spotsylvania Greenways Initiative

GWRC/FAMPO

Berkeley Group
East Coast Greenway Alliance
Tree Fredericksburg
Other Partners, Allies and Subject Matter Experts

Spotsylvania Courthouse Battlefield

Grant Overview
•

20k grant awarded to GWRC in August 2020 by the Virginia
Department of Forestry to study the feasibility of a regional
greenway system for recreation and to link natural areas,

green spaces and historic sites.
•

Grant proposal is to develop a vision for the Greenway
(discussed below) and a method for prioritizing planned trails
and/or new connections for future funding sources, as a
region.
•

A cohesive regional strategy with branding and public outreach
will bring economic/tourism opportunity

•

Three stakeholder meetings and community outreach will
help establish this goal, but it is only a first step

•

Final report with maps and list of prioritized trail connections
due to DOF October 2021

Government Island

Building a shared Vision
How do we want to begin the Greenway designation process?

Three
Directions:
• East Coast Greenway Spurs
• Local Trail Networks
• One Regional Trail Framework

Spotsylvania Courthouse Battlefield

East Coast
Greenway
Spurs
•

Foci in several localities

•

Use the ECG as Trunk

•

Branch out to communities and scenic
destinations

•

Link to current and future trail networks

• Pros

Preliminary
Pros and Cons
to start the
Conversation

• Linkage to East Coast Greenway provides
exposure to greater number of trail users
• Potential positive for grant applications

• Cons
• May not be connected to other trails
• ECG is still on-road in many places in the region

Local Trail
Networks

Belmont

•

Foci in several localities

•

Form small connected networks around natural
areas and other destinations

•

Serve as seed networks- anchors for a future
regional greenway

• Pros

Preliminary
Pros and Cons
to start the
Conversation

• Can serve as “seeds” for future regional
network which is built from several areas
simultaneously

• Fastest way to achieve connected trailways

• Cons
• Does not achieve regional connectivity in first
phase

• If not properly planned with the end goal in
mind, may lose sight of “regional greenway” as
end result. Designation, signage, branding will
help.

Curtis Memorial Loop

Regional Trail
Framework

Belmont

•

Single Focus

•

One large network

•

Spans multiple localities

• Pros

Preliminary
Pros and Cons
to start the
Conversation

• Strengthens a regional approach/planning collaboratively
• Regional connectivity is the clear goal -- easier to
communicate to public and elected officials and raise interest

• Cons
• Geographic limitations- river and distance between existing
trail segments limit connections between localities not
already in development
• Planning collaboratively means more moving parts

Rappahannock River Heritage Trail

Group Discussion
Review Maps
Discuss the potential of each direction
Pros/Cons
Opportunities/Challenges

Spotsylvania Courthouse Battlefield

Jamboard Map Review

• Report Findings
• Challenges and Opportunities with each vision
identified:
• Is there consensus on one of the three?
• What are the biggest challenges facing this
strategy?
• What are the positives?
• Next Steps: localities work with Greenway
study staff to identify potential areas of
connection

Developing a Methodology

Chancellorsville Battlefield

Wrap Up

• Next Steps:
• Draft outline of prioritization methodology for your
review by May 12th for next meeting’s packet

• Meeting Two: May 19th, 6 pm, virtual
• This working group plus department heads,
wider range of trail advocates, elected
officials, other stakeholders

• Finalizing prioritization methodology
• Developing public outreach

Spotsylvania Courthouse Battlefield

Questions and
Comments?
barber@gwregion.org

George Washington Regional Commission

Greenway Feasibility Study
Stakeholder Meeting #2
May 19th, 2021

Introduction
 Welcome
 Agenda and Goals

Working Group Introductions
Presenters
Kari Barber, Transportation Planner, GWRC/FAMPO
Kimberly Young, Facilitator, The George Group
Denise Nelson, Environmental Consultant, The Berkley Group

FAMPO Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee
•

Caroline County

•

City of Fredericksburg

•

King George County

•

Spotsylvania County

•

Stafford Couny

•

Friends of the Rappahannock

•

•

Spotsylvania Greenways Initiative

•

GWRideConnect

•

FredTrails

•

Potomac Heritage Trail Association

•

Friends of the Dahlgren Railroad
Heritage Trail

Va Dept of Transportation

•

Fredericksburg Cyclist Club

•

Potomac and Rappahannock Transportation Commission

•

Virginia Bicycle Federation

•

National Park Service

•

disAbility Resource Center

Locality Planners, Department Heads, and Organizational Leaders
•

Caroline County

•

Dept of Conservation and Recreation

•

Tree Fredericksburg

•

City of Fredericksburg

•

Dept of Environmental Quality

•

Patawomeck Tribe

•

King George County

•

Dept of Forestry

•

Rappahannock Tribe

•

Spotsylvania County

•

Dept of Wildlife Resources

•

Fredericksburg Green Commission

•

Stafford County

•

Rappahannock River Basin Commission

Grant Overview
• (For the new folks)
• 20k grant awarded to GWRC in August 2020 by
the Virginia Department of Forestry to study the
feasibility of a regional greenway system
• Grant proposal is to develop a vision for the
Greenway and a method for prioritizing planned
trails for future funding sources.
• We will then use the methodology to develop a
list of prioritized trails, as a region.
•

A cohesive regional strategy with branding and public
outreach will bring economic/tourism opportunity

• Three stakeholder meetings and community
outreach will help establish this goal, but it is only
a first step
• Final report with maps and list of prioritized trail
connections due to DOF October 2021

Evaluation Categories:
• Feasibility

Draft
Prioritization
Methodology

• Connectivity
• Equity
• Demographics
• Usage
• Location
• Safety
• Regionality
• Support

Availability of Funding
•Does the planned or proposed trail project conform to existing
funding mechanisms such as Transportation Alternatives, SMART
SCALE, Recreational Trails Program, or the Trail Access Grants
Program
"Shovel-Readiness"
•Is the trail already part of a master plan or other planning
document? Has it received partial funding? What stage has it
progressed to- PE? ROW? Construction? Or is it a newly-conceived
trail?
Right of Way

Feasibility

•Is the ROW owned privately or by a locality? Do we know how
difficult it will be to obtain? What is the locality's policy on
purchasing ROW for trailways?
Terrain Obstacles
•Are there obstacles in the route such as excessive wetlands,
highway crossings, etc that would make the project very costly, or
is the terrain relatively simple to traverse?

To Historic Resources
• Does the proposed trail connect to cultural or historic
resources (look beyond the two wars to Native and other
regional cultural history)
To Natural Areas
• Does the proposed trail connect to areas of natural beauty
such as conservation areas, National and State Parks, or Wildlife
Management Areas?
To Green Spaces

Connectivity

• Does the proposed trail connect to green spaces such as local
parks, playgrounds and ballfields for recreation?
To Existing Infrastructure
• Does the proposed trail connect to existing trails and shareduse paths?

Trail Access

Equity

• Does the proposed trail intersect mapped concentrations
of Environmental Justice populations in the region?
• Intersection of the proposed project with a given
population suggests that the project will be accessible to
that population; however, some projects may need to be
determined separately. In that case, a written justification
will be provided.
• These populations are defined as Asian-American, AfricanAmerican, Hispanic/Latino, Low-Income, Limited English
Proficiency, Over 65, and Disabled

Population Density
• Population density of TAZ (Transportation Analysis
Zone) within which the trail project will be built
• Trailhead can be in a hi pop area but traverse a low
pop area (Metric uses population adjacent to
trailhead/terminus)

Demographics

Usage on adjacent trails

Trail Usage

• How high is usage on adjacent trails? (use streetlight
data for this)
• This is a questionable metric; some trails have low
usage *because* they lack this needed connection

Riparian Corridors
• Is the project located on Riparian Corridors, which
offer natural beauty and tranquility?
Utility Corridors
• Is the project located on utility corridors, which offer
potential long-distance ROW?
Designated Greenway Corridors

Location

• Is the project located on corridors already specified
as greenways, for which preliminary planning has
already been done?

Crime Prevention
• Is crime prevention a factor at location of
proposed project and has mitigation been
adequately considered?
• This metric is highly qualitative

Separation from Roadway

Safety

• Is project adequately separated from roadway
using VDOT and NACTO guidance?

Facilitates Intra-regional Connection

Regionality

• Does the project connect to trails which
connect two or more localities; or does the
project itself connect two or more localities?

Public Support for the Project
• Is there support for a trail at this location?
• This metric will be determined by public outreach and
is somewhat qualitative.
• Public Outreach may include an interactive map,
surveys, and other public comment opportunities

Alignment with Stakeholder Vision

Support

• Does this trail project contribute to our vision of a
regional trail framework?
• Based on location, connectivity, and qualitative
factors.

• Can we agree on these
categories?

Discussion

• Do we need to add any?
Subtract any?
• Change any wording?
• Which categories are the most
important?
• Rank them by giving them
percentages of the whole
(percentages in the left column)

Breakout Groups
Each group needs a copy of the Draft
Prioritization Matrix in Excel form to
make notes.

• Someone from each Group:

Report Findings

• Report your comments on
the Prioritization Draft
• Changes? Additions?
Subtractions?
• What percentage did you
give each category?

Full Group
Discussion
• What is there consensus on?
• Make revisions based on consensus

• What needs reworking?
• Spend some time finding solutions and coming
to consensus on these

• Approve Prioritization Matrix

• Next Steps:

Wrap Up

• Finalized Prioritization Methodology, maps with
demographic information, natural and cultural
resources, and other relevant information will
be sent out for your review by June 10th for
next meeting
• Meeting three: Final Meeting, June 24th, 6pm,
Virtual
• Developing a list of 10 prioritized trail projects
for funding
• Exploring funding sources

Questions and Comments?
Kari Barber, Transportation Planner
GWRC/FAMPO
barber@gwregion.org

George Washington Regional Commission

Greenway Feasibility Study
Stakeholder Meeting #3
June 24th, 2021

Introduction
• Welcome
• Agenda and Goals
• List of 8-12 prioritized connections
• Draft Greenway network

Working Group Introductions
Presenters
Kari Barber, Transportation Planner, GWRC/FAMPO
Kimberly Young, Facilitator, The George Group
Denise Nelson, Environmental Consultant, The Berkley Group

FAMPO Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee
•

Caroline County

•

City of Fredericksburg

•

King George County

•

Spotsylvania County

•

Stafford Couny

•

Friends of the Rappahannock

•

•

Spotsylvania Greenways Initiative

•

GWRideConnect

•

FredTrails

•

Potomac Heritage Trail Association

•

Friends of the Dahlgren Railroad
Heritage Trail

Va Dept of Transportation

•

Fredericksburg Cyclist Club

•

Potomac and Rappahannock Transportation Commission

•

Virginia Bicycle Federation

•

National Park Service

•

disAbility Resource Center

Locality Planners, Department Heads, and Organizational Leaders
•

Caroline County

•

Dept of Conservation and Recreation

•

Tree Fredericksburg

•

City of Fredericksburg

•

Dept of Environmental Quality

•

Fredericksburg Pathways Committee

•

King George County

•

Dept of Forestry

•

Fredericksburg Green Commission

•

Spotsylvania County

•

Dept of Wildlife Resources

•

GWRC

•

Stafford County

•

Rappahannock River Basin Commission

Greenway Vision Review
(1st meeting)
• Regional Greenway will be conceived
of as a multi-jurisdictional trail
framework
• Draft network planned in
advance
• Network connections
implemented as funding
becomes available
• Phase I connections first
• Prioritize regional links,
connection to natural and historic
resources and green space

Prioritization Metrics Review
(2nd meeting)
• Feasibility: funding, project readiness, location, terrain
• Connectivity: historical, natural, recreational, existing
trails

• Equity: accessible to equity analysis populations
• Density: trailhead in a high population area (relative)
• Safety: crime prevention and road separation accounted
for

• Regionality: promotes intraregional connectivity
• Support: Political and public support; conforms to
Greenway vision

Methodology
• Simplified qualitative analysis for draft connections list—Yes or No
• 2-3 projects per locality for Greenway Phase I
• Does proposed project conform to metric (Yes or No)?
• Refer to maps in Jamboard
• Quantitative scoring will come later after unknowns (ROW,
terrain, etc) are resolved
• Preliminary list for inclusion into the Long Range Transportation
plan by July 2.
• No details needed; just basic project type/location/ termini

Breakout Groups
• Using the selection criteria, prioritize 2 to 3 connections
• Refer to Equity Analysis and Density Maps in packet for those metrics
• Mark selections in Jamboard and on spreadsheet

Trail group maps on Jamboard
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1KGl4yhtyEfgh0ZW2WXsucxuP8--aJRDJZoMO1DhfoFg/edit?usp=sharing

Link to matrix if needed:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1h-9oVqMbnNxhnBsuN_MsZ1Z67V2_q2qtBRwlGiTM0zE/edit?usp=sharing

Report
• Report your selections, give rationale for each
• Review the connections as a whole across the
region, see how they work together
• Make changes and corrections as needed
• Agree to 8-12 draft projects as a group
(prioritization within the list will come when unknowns are resolved)

• What further connections (beyond Phase I) are
needed for a preliminary network?

Draft Regional
Network

• As a group, review map and choose further
connections
• Make changes until a consensus is reached
• Draft Greenway Network will be incorporated into
the LRTP and Rural LRTP, with changes to specific
projects as needed

Regional Map on Jamboard
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1Euhdc0wF-xVhf7K-DpsbohyGcKhKX_-0vAnVLGbK8k4/edit?usp=sharing

Funding Sources
• Some projects will be eligible for SMART SCALE alone or as part of another project: http://smartscale.org/
• Virginia Transportation Alternatives: https://www.virginiadot.org/business/prenhancegrants.asp
• Virginia Recreational Trails Program (RTP): https://www.dcr.virginia.gov/recreationalplanning/trailfnd (Deadline is June 30)

• Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Program
(CMAQ): https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/fastact/factsheets/cmaqfs.cfm
• Virginia Land Conservation Foundation: https://www.dcr.virginia.gov/virginia-land-conservationfoundation/
• (Application workshop June 30th, Applications due August 9th
• Get Outdoors Grants: https://www.vof.org/protect/grants/go/
• Land and Water Conservation Fund: https://www.dcr.virginia.gov/recreational-planning/lwcf
• Grant round open from June 11 to July 30
• Trail Access Grants: https://www.dcr.virginia.gov/recreational-planning/grants
• Applications due June 30th
• Rivers, Trails and Conservation Assistance Program (NPS-RTCA): https://www.nps.gov/orgs/rtca/apply.htm
• American Battlefield Protection Program: https://www.nps.gov/orgs/2287/index.htm
• Project must be on a battlefield

Next Steps
• List of projects for Phase I are considered priority to pursue funding and included in LRTP
• Draft network establishes the "Regional Greenway" as a project entity in the LRTP and
other planning documents
• Draft project list will be finalized and prioritized as unknowns are resolved; staff will work
with localities to finalize projects and develop funding applications for upcoming grants

• Public outreach begins:
• Survey conducted in July
• Plan presented to GWRC/FAMPO in August
• September: Final report including draft network, prioritized connections and
incorporated public input submitted to DOF and included in LRTP

